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to have a vote for the full amount of each
item.

Ma. LEASE: -And every loan implied
another loan?

Din PREMIER: Not always. Since
we began to borrow at 3 per cent., it bad
generally been at a discount. Formerly,
with 4~ and 4 per. cent loans, there wS a
good deal to the credit of this item, at
one time as much as £50,000 ;but it hbad
all vanished.

Item passed.
Schedule as a whole put and passed.
Preamble:
THE PREMIER moved, as amendments,

that in line 3 the word "raise" be struck
out, and "expend" inserted in lieu there-
of'- also, in line !3, that the words "to
be expended" be struck out.

Put and passed, and the preamble, as
amended, agreed to.

Title-agreed to.
Bill retorted with amendment&

ADJOURNINENT.

The House adjournet! al 11.25 p
until the next day.

JK ;i S Iatib± soemhip,
Friday. .9th September, /898R.

- in.

Question: Bunburv Harbour. Steamer Nemesis
and Stress of Weather-Question: Fre-
mantle Harbour, and Lihits for South
Qu1ay-Question :Coolgardie Water Scheme
and Tenders for Pipes-Message: Assent
to Bills-Gold Mines Bill, second reading,
debate resumed and adjourned-Adjouirn-
ment.

Tir SPEARER took the chair at 7.30
oclock p.m.

PRATERS.

QUESTION: HUTNURY HARBOUR,
STEAMER NEMESIS, AND STRESS OF
WEATHER.*

MR. OATS asked the Premier: 1,
Whether it was a fact that the steamer
Nemesis bad to leave the Bunbury har-
bour through stress of weather on Friday
night, 2nd instant, and seek shelter in
Geographe Bay. 2, What provision the
Government proposed to make for safe
anchorage in Bunbury harbour to pre-
vent vessels from being wrecked.

Tim PREMIER (Right Hon. Sir J. For-
rest) replied: 1, The Nemesis was lying at
the jetty astern of the barque Amicitia,
and as it was blowing very hard, the cap-
tain thought it possible that the barque
might break from her moorings and come
down on his vessel, so, as he had to go
to the Vexs to discharge cargo, he hauled
off and went to that port, but the weather
was so bad that he could not get near the
Busselton jetty. He, therefore, came
straight back to Bunbury, and came along-
side the jetty at once without any trouble.
2, It is believed that the present break-
water will give the protection, which will
result in the desire of the hon. member
being fulfilled.

QUESTION: FREMANTLE HARBOUR.
AND LIGHTS FOR SOUTH QUAY.

MR. HICEIAM. by leave and without
notice, asked the Director of Public Works
whether, in view of the frequent arrivals
and departures after sunset of mail and
intercolonial steamers at South Quay, Fre-
mantle, he will immediately instnl
several lights, for the safety and conveni-
ence of the public?

Ta's DIRECTOR OF PUBLIC WORKS
(Hon. F. H. Piesse) replied: I camnot
answer that question without notice. It
really means in what time are we expected
to instal the lights?

MR. Hmm: Not in an indefinite time.
Tani DIRECT'OR OF PUBLIC WORKS:

I should like the lion. member to give
notice of the question. I will look into it,
and see what can be done.

QUESTION: COOTAARDIE WATER
SCHEME, TENDERS FOR PIPES.

MRn. LEAKE, by leave and without no-
tice, asked whether the Premier had any-
thing to communicate to the House with
regard to the tenders for pipes for the
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Coolgardie water scheme, which. it is
understood had been opened in London;
and whether anything had yet been done.

Tus PREMIE (Right Hon. Sir J. For.
rest) replied: I regret to say Ian not
able to give the House ainy information
tionigt buit, as soon as I am in aposi-

tinto do so, I shall make a point of comn-
m1unicating it fully.

MR. EAKE: Have tbe particulars ar-
rived from London 2

THE PIREMIER; Yes; we have had at
telegraphic communication.

MAESSAUE: ASISENT 'TO BILLS.
A message from His Excellency the

G4overnor was presented, and read,
assenting to four Bills, as follow: Cus-
toms fluties Amendment Bill, Lodgers'
Coeds Protection Bill, Warrant for Goods
Indorsement Bill, and Beer Duty B ill,

GOLD MVINES BILL.
SEDOND READING.

Debate resumed on the motion for sec-
ond reading, moved by the Minister of
Mines.

MR. MORAN (EJast Coolgardie): We
have reached the Mining Bill at last, after
having put the matter off for some con-
siderable time; and, as far a* I was per-
sonally concerned, I did it purposely.
The Bill is an important one--the most
important we have to deal with this ses-
sion. It needs must be so, because it
governs the most important of our indu-
tries; and I think the events of the last
few days will have lent perhaps addi-
tional colour to, or will have helped us to
arrive at a solution of w-hat is the kernel
of the whole Bill, and that is whether we
shall continue to endea-vour to make, pos-
sible what has been foun&, impossible in
every other part of the world-whether
we, shall continue to, say that one, two,
or a dozen men shell work. the same piece
of mining round, when we know it has
not been atempted in any other part of
the world, and that it is never attempted
in any other industry. I should like to
say a word about the retirement of the
late Under Secretary of Mines; and, hay-
ing, had a great deal to do with that gen-
tleman for a great number of years, I
have nothing hut the very best word to
say for him. The late Under Secretary,

*Mr. Princep, was all that could be desired,
Ifor he gave all the informationi he could,
and he placed everything at the disposal
of those interested in the gold-mining in-
dustry. He had not that practical ex-
perience which would have, aided him
much in his duties, but no one has done
more to make pleasant the lot of those
who have had to deal with him. I say
this because it is due to Mr. Prinsep, and
he is entitled to it, Further, I want to

*congratulate the Government on the ac-
cession to the office of the new Under
Secretary for Mines, Mr. Gill, who has
had a long, practical, and full experience
in mining, and we may expect good re-

Isults from his administration of the de-
partment, I think the department will

Istand reformation, a little clearing up;
and I feel certain the present Minister of
Mines will rely to a large extent on his

*present Under Secretary to bring the
department up to a modern level. Hav-
ing said this, I 'want to go straight to the
question. I do not intend to treat the
House to a long Committee speech; but
what I want to say, I shall say deter-
minedly; and, as long as I have a seat
in this House, I desire to.carry out the
principles which I want to lay down in
tigs House to-nigh~t. Withotat further
ado, I will go straight to the Bill. We
divide the industry into) its two great do-
partinenta, the miner's right title, the
industry in its undeveloped state, and
secondly the industry under development,
when a corporation comes along and
works the areas, under lease. In Part 2 of
the Bill I pass over all the defini-
tions, which are fairly satisfactorily-
before dealing wvith this part I must say
it would have been far better had we
amended the old Act, instead of rehatbili-
tating sections of the old Act in a newv
dress, thereby making it a considerable
labour to arrive, at what those, provisions
are. The agitation which has taken
place as to the, wrongs of the mining law
in this colony was not altogether justi-
fied; for the old Act was good, or qutite
as good as could be expected; and there
was nothing wrong with the Act, sanm;
in one or two points& If all the agi'%s,)
was reduced to reality we might Fay pcr-
haps there was something wrong, b-il we
do not know what it was. There is :mlv
one great question in which the Bill de'-
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part. from the well-worn paths of the
Past, and where we made a mistake.
Part 2 describes a. miner's right, tht' pri-
vileges conferred by that right, the privi
leges accorded under it; and I want Ihon.
members to notice particularly that in
the points I refer to, I am all the ime
leading up to one poit-the question of
the dual title. Throughout the Bill, and
throughout the old Act, in the miner's
right hon. members will never find one
mention made of a dual title; but, on
the contrary, hon. members will find that
a miner's right gives to a. man the right
to peg out a piece of ground, and, having
p egged out that round, all the gold in-
side the pegs belongs to him. No one
would resent more bitterly any interfer-
ence on the part of anyone else than the
alluvial miner and the prospector;
and quite right too. If a man
makes a find, he should be al-
lowed to have all the gold, no
matter how hie holds the land. I main-
tain a miner's right gives a great privi-
lege to a. man for 1lOs. a. year. What does
it give him I Clause 9 refers to the
privileges conferred by the miner's right;
and gives him the right to go on. a gold-
field and peg out & prospecting area of
12 acres, and I presume more; also, it
gives to a miner under his miner's right,
for which he pays 10s, the right to peg
out twelve acres; and can anybody come.
inside those pegs where he is prospect-
ing I No, certainly not. The miner
would resent it, and resent it bitterly. 'No
one is allowed inside a prospecting area.
What is, the miner prospecting the area
for? II hon. members looki further in
clause 9, they will see that the holder of
a. miner's right shall be entitled to take
possession of and occupy an area. of
Crown land, not already occupied, for the
purposes of searching for any new dis-
covery of gold. It does not say he shall
pe;, out twelve acres to look for alluvial
gold -or look for specimen gold, or that
ho shall look for leaders or veins, or
quartz leaders, or dykes, or any-
thing of that kind; but he is to get all
the gold valued at £4 per ounce, no matter
where it is found within his pegs. This
Bill gives to, the miner an undoubted
right which has never been disputed, of
obtaining the gold. Besides getting the
right to prospect, the next clause says

that, after a, discovery, the prospecto
must report the discovery to the warden
and then he is permitted to peg out
rewaird claim. Hon. members will se
that the third paragraph says: "Such re
Ward claims may be ranted by the AliniE
ter, with the approval of the Governor
to the discoverers of gold, on such term
and in such manner as may be describei
by the regulations." Therefore, at hi:
option, he may peg out a reward claim
no matter what he has found on it. Hay
ing found the gold, he is allowed so ud
ground to search for more gold. Tha,
is the greatoest of all privileges, a, priri
lege conferred by the payment of 10s.
year, to go on a, field and peg out a pro
specting area and work it for gold. I
that. not a great privilege? It has workec
well all the world over Sub-clause 2
as members will see, deals with aill tk,
privileges that the miner's-right titci
gives to the miner; and, as hea-ring on th,

jquestion of the dual title, hon. member
will see that paragraph 2 deals -with th,
right to occupy land for gold-mining pur
poses, This, is an ordinary claim. fli
miner has the right to peg out, under i
miner's right, anywhere-on the comec
of my lease if he likes, or on any unoc
cupied piece of Crown land-there beint
no re-strictions whatever. A man peg
out an ordinary claim which he mai
occupy for gold-mining purposes; aen(
during the continuation of such occupa
Mion, for a thousand years, he and hii
successors may occupy it. What doei
the clause say? "During the continu
ance of such occupation, all the gold oi
the land shall be the miner's property.'
There is no dual title about. it. Whnl
a miner finds gold, he pegs out a rewn
claim ; and there is no one to interfere
he has everything he can find-the nilu
vial gold and everything else. Ijadei
an alluvial claim or a quartz claim, s(
long as it is not on anybody else's pro
party, all the gold belongs to the miner
There is; no -dual title, and there is n(
reference to it at all. We departec
from the ordinary rule, in this colony
and allowed the dual title to be created
under perhaps. extraordinary circum
stances, which have now passed away
Clause 10 says that every reward elalix
must be registered. I want to dwell or
that, for it gives to a miner the privilegE
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under a miner's right to register his
claim. The Government provide war-
den's courts, they provide post and tele-
graph offices, they provide clerks and re-
gistrars, and the minwi registers his
claim, so that the Government may con-
fer the privilege on him of cutting up his
claim into any number of shares he likes,
and to deal with them as he likes. That
is a reasonable and cheap way of doing
it. The miner goes to the registrar's
office, and states the number of shares
into which he divides the claim; and that
statement remains a legal record on
which are held the shares, without let or
hindrance. That is a great privilege,
one of the greatest conferred on a B3ri-
tish subject here or anywhere else. I
am not going to weary hon. members, by
referring to labour conditions ; but I san
dealing now with a, great principle, the
first title the miner has to his ground. I
will ask hon. members to pass on, after
clause 12. They will see there are various
sizes of claims, and I ask members to
look for a moment at the ordinary quartz
or lode claims as defined on page 10. It
says a miner shall he able to peg out
where a reef outcrops--that is where
there is a well-defined lode or vein of any
kind-so much of the outcropping lode;
but the leaseholder cannot lease that
claim over his head. The miner's right
holds that quartz claim, and the miner
simply has to register it; so that there
is no dual title at all, and the area is
held for a quartz claim. You cannot
give a man twelve acres on the lode per-
manently, without his paying rent for it.
This Bill allows a man to peg out i5ft.
to 1ooft. on. a payable reef. This mode
of mining has not been followed in Wes-
tern Australia, as the member for Cen-
tral Murchison (,Mr. lllingworth) knows
w-ell. The hon. member for North Cool-
gardie (Mr. Gregory) tells me it is availed
of in the north of this colony; but I may
say it is not suitable for this colony.
Still there is that privilege; and if the
provision is a dead letter, it will not be
availed of, even though the Government
gives the privilege. When a, man makes
a find in, a big country like this, he can-
not work his claim unless he gets at lease.
We next come to the exemption from
labour conditions for quartz and reward
claims. Every miner's right, for which

he pays l~s., entitles the holder, whether
an alluvial miner or a quartz miner, to
the same privileges as a leaseholder. The
title is secure, all for 10s. per aninum,
beyond any renial. This is quite right.
Evevr Government in Australia reco-
miss the fact that a Government can-
not do too much for the prospect-
ing pioneer and the alluvial digger.
Tfhe alluvial miners are the vanguard of
mining; but it is not natural to suppose
that they, having swept over the country
and enjoyed the privileges of seeking for
gold, and after permanent mining centres
do start up, should expect to be atble to
return and go through the sme thing-
again. It is contemplated that alluvial
miners in a new country shall, under
their miner's right, hold what they like
for as long as they like; but when leasing
and deep sinking start in such centres as
Kalgoorlie and similar places, the second
stage of gold-mining has commenced,
when capital must be put in-not neces-
sarily British capital, but money from
anywhere-to work the deep mining.
Clauses 12 and 13 refer to the privileges
conferred by the miner's right. They
deal with privilege of taking up holdings,
and residence and business areas, and the
miner is given facilities for dealing with
these and registering them, and becoming
the proprietor in course of time. All
these privileges are conferred on a. man,
and justly so, I say, for the payment of
10s. per annum. It cannot seem to any
hon. member, or to any reasonable miner
-although it is asserted by a small sec-
tion of the mining community, distin-
guished, I am sorry to say, by irrational
words and by still more irrational actions
-that the Legislature does not give
every privilege which a miner under his
right can hold in any of the colonies of
Australia, or in any part of the world. A
miner here has a greater privilege than
was ever given to a miner in any part of
the world before. It was given to him in
error by the Legislature, and perhaps by
myself more than anybody else. If any-
body be to blame for the alteration of
the single title, the member for Central
Murchison (Mr. Illingworth) and myself
are. We took the initiative in this mat-
ter, at a time when constituencies were
largely composed of alluvial men and dry
blowers; and we thought then there was
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no harm in allowing a. man on a lease to
look for surface gold. I now come to
page 19 of thes Bill-and here I would like
to read a marginal note, which sums up
the whole of my opinion when I looked
through the Bill on the miner's-righlt title.
The note, which is wore like a medita-
tion, is to this effect: -Here then are
all the privileges of giving full and free
access to the goldfields of the colony to
the miners to seek for gold of any des-
cription whatever, and the bona fide miner
is fully protected in every way; no dual
titles, and no confusion." That is how I
still sum up that part of the Act dealing
Withi the miner's-right title. The prin-
ciple is perfect, but the Bill needs remo-
delling no doubt. We can, however, con-
gratulate ourselves on giving the miner
the privileges which we intend to uphold.
I now come to the second great division
of mining, the leases, without which in
this colony more than any other, and
without which in any part of the wvorld,
it is impossible to get combinations to
work gold-mining leases. Combination
simply means a company of any kind,
local, or foreign; and it is impossible to
work gold-mining leases except on the co-
operative principle. You will not find
any man willing to put up £10,000 to
work any particular mine. Such mines
arte carried on by the small combinations
of several persons who, acting together,
serve to make a company, with no doubt
the hope of reward afterwards. I think
I am correct in saying that is the spirit of

gold-mining that the co-operative spirit
hase beenthe spirit of gold-mining all the
world over.

MR. IuaiqowoarTT: What about George
Lansell?

MR. MORAN: One star is not a firma.went, and Mr. Lansell is tot the only
mining man in the world. Mr. Lansefl
has been fortunate enough to be able to
work "on his own," but if everybody tried
to do what he has done, there would be
a great number of poor men and bank-
rupts in the, world. The Government
will, I believe, consent to the whole of the
sub-clauses which deal with leases being
struck out, sand to the provisions of the
old Act taking their place. The innova-
tions proposed in the Bill are not prac-
ticable, and would simply mnake confusion
worse confounded, and absolutely sap the

foundations of confidence in mining.
Interim leases and all these expedients,
whereby a man is told that at the end of
12 months if something or other does not
turn up he may get a lease, will not, as
any mining man knows, enable a person
to raise a penny on the security of that
ground. Under these circumnstancees, a
man would not raise a penny in a dozen
years.

MRs. ILLTNOWorTH: It is absurd.
MR.. MORAN: I am confident there will

be no difficulty in reinstating the pro-
vision of the old Act, and dealing with the
leases and dual titles on their merits. I
would like to point out the important
facet, as shown by a perusa of Howsard,
that no member of this Chamber ever con-
templated the, developments which have
taken place in deep alluvial mining in this
colony. In the course of the debate,
when the old Act was under discussion,
no one mentioned deep alluvial. I
should like to make Oo or two
quotations from that debate, and
reffer to prognostications by the
present leader of the Opposition (Mr.
Leake), together with the remarks of two
or three other members, who, practically
prophesied the very events which have
occurred. It could not be expected the
leader of the Opposition had knowledge
as a practical mining wan, and what he
did ask was, "What kind of lease will
eventuate hereafter in regard to titles of
this kind?" Very little notice was taken
of thatE question at the time. I wvas most
enthusiastic for allowing alluvial men to
go on a lease; but the leader of the Oppo-
sition, frow his legal training, no doubt
saw it was contrary to law and to common
sense to have two titles to the same piece
of ground. As.I took a leading part in
this discussion as far back as 1894, 1
should like to refer to what I then said
on the matter. When the point was
raised by some hon. member that the
leaseholders in the Coolgardie district
mnighlt, object to the proposals, I said-
an I thought I was telling the truth, be-
cause I endeavoured to find out the
opinions of my constituents in thc mat-
ter :

Out of a thousand claims around Coolgardie,
be affirmed that not ten reef-holders would
shut out the alluvial digger, who bad a right
to take advantage of the 'bounty of ,iature
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Wc know perfectly well that does Dot hold
good to-day; but in those days there was
no objection to the alluvial digger going
on the lease.

HU. MORGANS : That meant dry-
blowing.

Mn. MORAN: Certainly. Not only did
leaseholders then allow alluvial men to
con'v within 50ft., but lensesholders did
not peg the line: simply telling the allu-
vial man to "take the gold and get off,"
as the member for Geraldton (Mr. Simnp-
soD) once said. In the second-reading de-
bate, as reported in Hansard, volume .3,
1 said something showing still more clearly
what was then in my mind, I hope hon.
members will be a, little patient with me.
I do not want to weary them, but this is
ani important matter, and I want to put
it right if I can.

TRH PREMIER: Hear, hear.
Mn. MORAN: In the debate on the se-

cond reading of the Goldfields Bill, 1895,
1 said, as reported in Hansard, page
572-

I am sure the desire of the Government is
thelp the alluvial digger in getting on to

quartz leases as much as possible, and so that
shallow sinking can be done by large numbers
of men, instead of their being prohibited from
going on to the lease at all.
Is that not perfectly plaint Further on
I say-

I know dozens of them (leaseholders) have
no opposition to the alluviul digger going en
their property and getting the gold which lie
has a right to obtain.
We know what we were then referring to,
but 1 shall give a still more definite quo-
tation from another part of the debates,
showing that I went still further. In
Haneard of 1895, page 1,155, when the
Bill was in Committee, and following Mr.
Leake, who had put in some warning re-
ferences, I am reported thus: -

Mr. Moran supported the amendment, as he
lied always held that the alluvial miner had
a right to all the gold he could find any-
where on the surface.
That is the whole of my speechL. It is
short and clear, and shows exactly what
was in my mind as the representative of.
the whole of that vast goldfield. It
throws a, little light en the "brutal ac-
tion" of the late Minister of Mines in
bringing in the l0ft. regulation. We have
no, right, as an Assembly, to hound down
a man who was always actuated with

higher motives in dealing with the min-
ing lawsa of the colony. On three differ-
eait occasions I told the House what I
have just quoted; and now will
hon. members allow me, to show
what other members said. The mem-
ber for Albany (Mr. Leako) spoke,
sad also Mr. Marmion5 the latter with the
foresight for which he was notable, point-
ing out what would happen. Let me
first quote the member for Albany, who,
in volume. 2 of ifanard, page 1,379, fol-
lowing the Attorney General, is reported
a& suggesting that additional words be
added to this effect: "Until the warden
shall have declared the alluvial as worked
out," or, say, "until the lease is issued."
That was the reference to permitting the
digger to be on the lease. As we shall
see later oni, the hon. member's intention
was that there should be finality to the
dual title. At any rate, I shell presume
that was his intention, and I do, not think
he will contradict me, because his words
are very clear. But the hion. member
said something which is significant in
the light of later developments, for he
said: -

The principle of this clause was good, but
what sort of a title would be acquired under
the miner's1 right? .Comparing this clause with
section g of the existing Act, he asked whether
a miner would not, acquire & mining right
which would interfere with the co-existent
right of a leaseholder, if the holder of a miner's
right was authorised to sink for alluvial on a
leashold, uip to a certain distance from the
reef?9

Nothing could be more plan than that.
No one could have prophesied more fully
what absolutely occurred, strange to say,
within a, very few years. What have we
Seen in the last few days, or few monthsI
I give credit to both sidesi for believing
they are in the right. The alluvial
worker, who does not "spout" at all, but
who is there, thinks he has a right on the
lease. Ile thinks also that the gold, being
found by the Ivanhoe Venture Com-
pany is, at present, his by right of law.
The highest experts differ as to whether
this gold is reef or alluvial, but there are
no two opinions about the fact that the
dual title exists, and that this dual title
is the raison d'atrt of the presence of allu-
vial men on the lease. The member for
Albany, when in Committee on. the
Goldfields Bill of 1895, said:-
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There had been a provision made in the
draft of tis Bill, whereby no lease shiould be
granted for six months. It seemed a. useful
provision, and he would like to know the rea-
son for its being taken out.
Would to goodness the provision had
been left in. Here is a quotation regard-
ing the leader of the Opposition, and al-
though a brief one, it is most pregnant,
as indicating what we meant in dealing
wvith this question : -

Mr. Leake moved the insertion in line; 4 of
the words, "subject to the regulations." He
did so in order to give a miner a conditional
right to work upon the surface of a leashold.

THE PREmmsE: What page is that?
Ma. MORAN : Page 1,1155. 1 think

the quotations from the leader of the Op-
position alone would tend to show what
he certainly foresaw when dealing with
this question. All I can do is, perhaps
to regret that his advice on that occa-
sion was not followed, and that due weight
was not given to his prognostications.
The late Mr. Marmion also made refer-
ence to this matter; hut before quoting
him I would quote Mr. Frank Connor, who
wna the oinly other mining member then,
the member for Kimberley. Page 1,380 of
volume 2, 1894, shows that Mr. Connor
said, in dealing with. this matter: -

1f a leaseholder erected his small plant within
fifty feet of the reef,, would it be fair for the
alluvial digger to clam a right of digging for
alluvial where the plant was erected?
We know the, alluvial digger has claimed
a right over the Ivanhoe Venture plant,
dump, and everything, and no doubt the
digger thinks be is entitled to do so. I
amn not goingr to usurp, the functions of
Supreme Court judge, and say that he
is not right. I repeat that the alluvial
miner has dug out the workings of the
shalt had everything else, on the Ivanhoe
Venture mine, and that is a. state of
things -which might occur on any other
mine. In referring to the Ivanhoe Vent-
ture, I do so dispassionately, as if I had
never been connected with it and had no
interest it. I hope that to-night I amn
absolutely free from prejudice of every
kind, and I may state that these notes of
mine were prepared long before the oc-
currences in that trouble took place. The
law never contemplated what has taken
place, elthough there were individual
members who foresaw what would hap-
pen. ]Get me make one quotation from

Mr. Marmion, who was then, I believe,
the Minister of Mines.

A Mnessa: Minister of Lands.
[Mr. Marmjon had previously retired

from the Ministry.]
Ma. MORAN: At page 1,153, volume

8, 1 find this:-
Mr. 'Marmion desired to refer shortly to the

remarks of the hion. member for Yilgarn-(that
was himself). He thought the alluvial miner
was amply protected, because where tjie ground
was held tinder a miner's right, and other occu-
pation, his interests were preserved.
In saying that, the Minister was only fol-
lowing out the history of gold-mining in
every other Australan, colony; and he
went on to say: -

The gnldfields of XWest Australia were to all
intents and pnrposes reefing fields.
So they are. Every goldfield is a6 reefing
field. Ksanowna is the great exception,
for as a whale Western Australia is a
reefing country, and must depend upon
deep-seated mining being carried on in
veins or lodes. The last quotation front
Mr. Marmnion is on page 1,155:

Mr. JMarmion desired to protect the interests
of the leaseholders, who might be incommoded
on the development of their reef, upon which
they had generally spent a good deal of
money.
That fits in with the, present development
of things. The gist of his remarks was
thnu the alluvial- miner, or rather the
digger under a miner's right, was fully
protected, and that no one could interfere
w ith him. He could dig out all he wished;-
and why should not the same privilege
be given to the reefer? I must apologise
to menibera; for having occupied their
tinie with these quotations; but I pre-
sune, the matter is of great imp ortanoe to
this House, for we, as a deliberative body,
have to decide whether we will continue
under the law which has given rise to the
uia~.uemly conduct that lias occurred, and
has, brought discredit perhaps upon us,
upon the leaseholder, and upon the allu-
yin1 digger. The Government could not
help being discredited, in a, manner, eud
thtny have brought home to roost some of
those chickens which I and the member
for Central Murchison so successfully
hatched a few years ago. That lands us
in the present noosition. We established
the right of the alluvial digger to look for
gold, and it will be remembered by mea-
bers that nobody heard of any trouble
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in this matter until the last year; but
trouble arises as soon as the unexpected
occurs. The unexpected occurred by the
development of deep alluvial, and when
that happened, confusion arose, which
always must be the case when an unex-
pected development takes place in a big
industry. If something crops up which
you do not foresee, your regulations will
he so imperfect as not to provide for it.
1.s there anyone in this Chamber who will
say we foresaw and provided for deep allu-
vial in West Australia? I believe that
not one member could do so. I am pleased
Lo acknowledge that the member who re-
presents the largest alluvial constituency,
the member for North-East Coolgardie
(Mr. Vesper), makes what I have no doubt
will be regarded as an honest effort to do
Away with this difficulty. I believe he
wsill not be found advocating the contiau-
ante of the present law under the existing
condition of things. A certain amount of
credit is. due to him for endeavouring to
bring this within some definite law. We
also find the member for Central Murchi-
son eadeavourinig to do away with the
difficulty. What we have to do is to abol-
isui the existing state of affairs. As to
the result, I say that by the present con-
dition of things company-promotfag is

shut out;- and on this point I wish to say
the British capitalist has been a cypher
in the initial development of gold-mining
in Western Australia, for it has been car-
ried out by Australians, and Australians
only. For one British capitalist there are
a thousand Australian syndicates, pros-
p'ecting companies, and one thing and
alnother, and from every town throughout
Australia people have endeavoured to
open up the mines. The British capital-
ist is not a prospector, he is not one who
looks for the auriferous country, but he
cnimes in afterwards, and we welcome him
WlIQL the money comes, and not his no-
minal capital. I am to-day, and always
hnvu- been, the friend of every capitalist
from every part of the world, coming to
WYe~lt Australia;- and when I said that the
British capitalist was a cypher, I did not
mean it as a alight on him, but I ay he
did not appear on the scene until the gold-
fields were opened up. He comes on at
a stags when his expert can examine a
mine, and say whether there. is a certain
amnount to be worked out of it. I ask

every member in this matter to look at
the position. Out of every town in Aus-
tralia there has, I say, been a prospecting
syndicate sent to this colony. Place
yourselves in the position of investors
living in Queensland or New South Wales,
who send a party to West Australia to
look for a piece of mining country, and
peg, it out as a lease for the purpose (,f
prospecting, and being able to send back
to those people and say, "We have found
something, and will you put something
into it?" A man coming into Weste-rn
Australia, into a. desert as it was then, -
pected to find something, peg it out, and
work his own Tittle piece of ground f-ir
himself and his company. A man who
has pegged out a selection for goldmining
or anything else, does not want any inter-
ference; but such a person wishes to have
a, lease, regarding- which there is no dual
title. Is it likely2 then, that you or I or
any body would put our money into a syn-
dicate going into a. country, if we were
aware that such things could occur as have!
taken place in Kalgoorlie of late? Is4
there, a member in this Chamber who will
join with me in pegging out a lease
bordering on the Ivanhoe Venture? Not
one, and I am sure I will never do so
again. You might arrive at a stage when
you would have discovered gold and spent
thousands of pounds, and having struck
gold the, so-called alluvial digger, who
perhaps has been enjoying himself under
a gum-tree while you have been sinking
for a lode, might come on to, the lease. We
sac a. company in Western Australia who
ar? not alf to go down their own mining
shalt, and have not an inch of ground on
which to erect machinery. They have
spent £4,000 to arrive at that stage, and
they find that the gold iso of no- value to
them-nothing inL fact being of aily value
to them. What has happened in one lease
may happen in another. Is it likely that
such a state of things as this will encour-
age British capitalists to send their money
to Western Australia?1 Is it likely that
people in Perth willibe induced to put
money into a. mine under such ciroum-
stances? Are the best mining people
in Australia likely to put their money
into a. lease for reefing purposes,
when they know what a dual title
really means? The result of a, continu-
ance of the present condition of affairs
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would, it seems to me, lead to a cessation
of company development, and that would
mean almost the obliteration of the mining
industry. LI hope I do not overstate the
matter, but am endeavouring to plate the
truth before you. The very morning 1
saw the alteration of clause 103, 1
foresaw that difficulty would occur; and I
wvired to the then Minister of Mines that
there was trouble ahead, and that we would
never be able to work under a. dual title.
That telegram has never been produced;
the reason being, perhaps, that it was re-
garded at; private. Although what I have
mentioned was in our mindg, we had no
legal right for thinking the people on that
land should be. confined to 10 feet depth.
Mr. Parker says the 1 Oft. regulation was
legal; but, whether it was legal or not,
I say that it looked liked curtailing some-
one's rights, though the intention no
doubt was good. I also said it would
create trouble, and I must try to prevent
it if I could. As I pointed out, it
would have been far better if we
could have called Parliament to-
gether at the time, altered the whole
lot, and made some other regulation for
working deep alluvial. But I did take a step
then for which I unfortunately never get
credit among the alluvial miners now;- for
I wired to the Minister of Mines thus: -
"Kindly stop the issue of all leases. in Kal-
goorlie, if a deep alluvial lead has been
found." Because I found that the very
men who were howling at me for having
s. lease there had six clams, pegged out
below me. They were alluvial1 men them-
selves. I wired to Mr. Wittenoorn: -
"If we have a deep lead here, leave it open
to everybody." He replied next morn-
ing:- "We have, decided to stop the issue
of all leases in Kalgoorlie till this trouble
is decided." Then I wrote to the Minister,
asking him to grant a prospecting vote to
put a. boring plant on to the lease, in order
to discover whether we had a deep alluvial
lead. Mr. Maitland, when he returned to
Perth, said these very words, which aip-
peared in the West dustralian at the time,
though I cannot remember the date, when
asked the question, "Do you think any
hardship is being inflicted on the alluvial
digger by a few leases pegged out on
those goldfields now 1" His reply was:
"No. All the deep alluvial round is
still free." That sad to reason. If

there be a deep alluvial lead "~ Buting,
it must needs find the bottom of the lake.
The whole of the deep alluvial ground is
s~till free. They do not find it being de-
veloped. And, if there be deep alluvial
in the pround, we will be forced to give
less for it as they do in Victoria, No
alluvial digger will sink iS0ft., and haul
7,000 gallons of water a day, with only
.30 or 70 feet of ground, as a leaseholder
has to do.

Ma. LUAKE: There is power under the
existing Act to meet that.

MR. MORAN: Yes; but it has been
i dormant power, and I want to make
it a living power. I have been all this
time leading up to this point, that the
dual title has been a mistake; that wrongs
have arisen under it, and rights have been
ueated under it; and that we will be
forced to fall back on the same law as
obtains in all other parts of the world.
Let us take every precaution necessary
not to lease any ground which will develop
shallow alluvial, and not to lease, without
great care, and without boring, any ground
which has deep alluvial; but, once having
given a man a. lease or a title--I ask this
House to go back once more to that path
which has been trodden by every, colony
in Australia-when you have given a
license to a, man to mine for gold, let him
mine for gold as he listeth, so. long as he
complies with your labour conditions.
Now I come to the crux of the whole ques-
tion: What are we to do with the thorus-
ands, of leases now hung up, with a dual)
title: pending 'over them I There are
only three or four leases in the colony
on which tha alluvial miner is at work.
I say there is only one way to deal with
this question, and that is by liberating
these leases. While this state of affairs
con tinues, you cannot sell or develop
them:; and you are working the ruin of
5,000 or 6,000 prospectors and lease-
Folders--what for? For what is, after
all, perhaps an imaginary right to which
the alluvial miner lays claim.- Where the
alluvial man has already gone on a lease,
give him time to work the alluvial out;
but, from this day forth, I say the time
has arrived when we should state die.
tin etly that, on and after a certain date
-say Christmas, or six months, or 12
months from now--very leaseholder who
is now hanging under this cloud of the
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dual title shall be free from all interfer-
ence whatsoever. There is only one way
of doing it. Either say that, or let us
hand him back the money he has paid for
his lease, and the money he has expanded
in its development. By so doing, shall
we he inflicting any injury on the alluvia]
miner? If you can make no exceptions or
restrictions against the alluvial digger, by
what right does the Minister of Mines
exempt any land from the operation of the
mining regulationsi Then let us have no
more towns surveyed, and no reservations
of land of any other kind; but let the
alluvial digger have a right to roam where
he will. But, against that, I think it is
well understood that the Parliament of
this colony has the right to exempt any
land from any sort of mining; and, if the
great evil exists and hangs over so many
leases, for far and away the biggest ma-
jority of leases are held under the dual
title, then I say it is in the interests of
the mining community, and of the renewal
of prosperity in this colony, that you libe-
rate those leases, not harshly or quickly,
but as soon as you possibly can, from the
operation of this dual title. Do so with
as much justice as you can. Where the
alluvial digger has a claim pegged out,
allow him to work his claim out; but, as
regards leases hung up in this manner, I
will ask this House, when the Bill goes
into Committee, to wipe out the dual title
and to abolish the interim lease; to have
inspection, careful inspection. When a
man pegs out, let his pegs lie there, but do
not ask him to do any work for six months,
if necessary; and at the end of that time,
if no alluvial is discovered, say to him,
"That is your round." I have only one
more warning to give to the House. There
are large blocks of land held around Kal-
goorlie and other places under mining
leases, which have never had a pick put in
them. On the flat where the Ivanhoe
Venture is situated there, are pieces of coun-
try which were taken tip two years ago
or more, and the Ivanhoe Venture people
were the only lessees who did any work at
all. Yet these are leases held under our
Gold-Mining Act. Men are hanging on to
these large area for the unearned incre-
ment, just as is done under the land laws.
I say, put your labour conditions on
strictly ;and, if the ground is alluvial
ground and will not pay the holder as a

lease, he will not hold it long. But let us
have no more of this cursed exemption in
big centres. I do not want to abolish
exemption altogether, especially in out-
lying districts, where it is Often an a'bso-
lute necessity; but I say it is an anomaly
to-day that there are leases held in Kal-
goorlie since two or three years ago, on
which a sod has never been turned.

THE MiNnsrsa OF MrNE.s: Exemptions
have not been granted for that period,

MR. MORAN: If they have not had ex-
emption all the time, the only labour they
have employed has been in the shape of
a boundary rider, and not a miner, to look
after the leases.

Ma. GEORGE: There is Some "tiddly-
winking" here.

SEVERAL MEMBERS: Nonsense.
THE MINSTER OF MINER: You ask a

question about it, and have it cleared
up.

MR. MORAN: I will not withdraw one
word I have said. I am not reflecting on
the Minister.

THE MINISTER OF MJNEBs: No; but I
know that what you state is not the case.

ME. MORAN: I tell you the fact re-
mains.

Tim MxNsmu. OF MiNES: It is no use
saying they have had exemption for two
years, and that no work haS been done
for that period.

MR. MORlA: Well, I do not like to be
contradicted in this manaer by the Mini-
ster of Mines, because I know a great deal
more than he can possibly know in this
matter, and possibly more than he ever
will know. I am simply saying that.
though it is no fault of the Minister or
the warden, or anyone else, the country
has encouraged exemption. and we have
been going on doing it. I have told the
House that there has not been a pick u-t
in these leases.

MR. GEORGE: It is the same old srowd.
MR. MORAN: I want to say that, in

order to give this single title its full effect,
you must insist, on Isibour conditions; and
let no leaseholder hold ground that pro-
bably contains alluvial. There must be
n~o more 'tiddlywinking" of that sort.
Such leases as those to which I have re-
ferred, which have not been worked for
such an unreasonable time, are not so
much in outside centr-es, but in big centres
like Kalgoorlie, which is really a second
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Perth, where water is plentiful and labour
is starving in the streets, where the lines
of lode are well laid out, and it is only a
question of sinking to find whether there
is anything there or not. I say, insist
noon your tabour conditions, and in this
new Bill I ask the House not to consent
to the amaligamation of leases up to 96
or 100 acres- to consent to no amalgams-
tion above 48 acres. That is a large piece
of country to put one shaft in, and many,
shoots of gold can exist in the other part
of 48 aceres. Let us have no more leases
with one dog-poisoner riding round to
keep the dogs off. Let the areas be re-
stricted to, a. reasonable size. The Ivan-
hoe Venture is not more than 18 acres in
extent. The Lake View mine is a, 24-acre
lease.

A MEMBERR- Oh, no-48 acres.
MR, MORAN: The Lake View mine is

a 24-acre block ; and what I would empha-
sise is that every particle of its area, is
covered with machinery. If t-hat lease had
been in the same position as the Ivanhoe
Venture mine, where would that machi-
nery have been? How would you decide
where a man was to Sink his, main shaft?
Where is his pump to be, or his bat-
tery?1 Where are his cyanide works
to gro, which are now seen in many of
the mines, if the, alluvial digger is al-
lowed to come in at pleasure? You can-
not work the dual title; and you are
forced to the, conclusion that you must
give a leaseholder his piece of ground,
and make him work it. We must go
back to the, old principle of gold-mining,
and say to the leaseholder: "You shall
hold your ground a long as you work it,
and no longer; but as long as you' do
,work it, nobody shall interfere with you."
I have spoken too, long on the, matter,
but. Somebody has to do it; a-nd I know
this. House is only anxious to do what is
right and just. I feel that, when -we
reach the end of this Bill, we Shall hare
arrived at the conclusion that, though
there nmay be grumbling, it wrill not be
from the legitimate miner or the legiti-
mate ratepayer of the colony; but it will
he from the people who always make the
most fuss. Bear in wind-and I as-k th'-
member for North-East Coolgardie (Mr.
Vesper) to bear me out--that the man
w-ho makes the most noise is not tlw,
man who represents the feelings, of the

true miner. The true alluvial miner does
not wrant my gold or that of any other
man- He would never gor on another
man's "dump" and take his ore away. I
know the alluvial digger, and he knows
me of old, for I have championed his
cause during four years in this House;
but the so-called alluvial digger of to-day
does not return nme many thanks for it.
We know, however, that gratitude. is, in
most cass, but thanks for favours to
come, and the lesson is that we will be
be acting wrongly if we continua this
present dual title, Seeing all the disabili-
tie,4underi whkiolitltabour&. IA in remo v-
ing it, we have to inflict an imaginary
hardship upon, somebody, let us do it;
but do not inflict a mighty real
hardship upon 10,000 lea seholders
throughout all parts of the colony.
What are we erecting public bat-
teries for? To crush atone for the
bard-working leaseholders in the back
blocks, Such workers do not want to be
overrun by anybody else, but want their
leases to themselves. I will detain the
House, but a few minutes longer to say
that I hope we will not see, in the recon-
structed Bill, clause 52. It says that in
no case Should the warden recommend the
granting of a lease, other than an interim
lease for a. year, unless the existence of a
reef shall have been proved to his satis-
faction. Of course the intention of the
Minister was good, to pro-vide that no
ground shall be taken up except it be
proved that a lode or reef is there ; but
that is an impossible condition.

THE MnnsTrn Or MINES: That is ab-
surd.

Ma. MORAN:- I say there is not one
lease in 50 where the reef is outcropping.
In Victoria, they sink 2,000 feet; in
Chbarters Towers they sank 1,500 feet or
one lease in looking for the lode; and am
I going to sink 1,500 feet at a cost of
thousands of pounds on the off chance of
getting a lease a-fterwards?

THE MNISTER OF' MINES: Suppose you
had a reef showing above ground.

Ma. MORAN: That does not come in,
of course.

Tin Mrwvismn OF MINES: Oh, yes, it
does.

Ma., MORAN: I am dealing with the
clause which says the Minister shall give
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no lease where the lode is not showing on
the property. That will never do.

A MEMBER: Prove it is not there.
M. MORAN: You need not prove it

at all. If you do not want the land for
anything else, give a lease of it; but no
one who cares for his money is going to
put a main shaft down 1,500 feet to
satisfy you that a lode is not there. Who
is going to give money for a man to sink
a shaft, with a title like that? It is ridi-
culous. Take all the precautions you like,
do not lease alluvial ground; b give a
man a lease of anything else, so long
as he can develop it afterwards.
There is only one other matter I
want to refer to in this Bill, and that is
an innovation-a fine instead of forfei-
ture. It was sought, some years ago,
to impose a fine instead of forfeiting a
lease; but there is no plan of wvorking
that. Let us stick to the good old prin-
ciple in the present law, which gives a
man three days, and which will not for-
feit a lease unless the lessee has pf rsonal
knowledge of the, intimation to forfeit.
If I am in Adelaide and my manager con-
nives to forfeit my lease, it cannot be
forfeited unless I have personal knowledge
of the intention. Do not let us intro-
duce the principle of fining. The ques-
tion of giving an absolute title upon the
expenditure of a certain amount of capi-
tal, is opposed to Australian law alto-
gether.

ThE Nasmna: That is not in the Bill.
Ma. MORAN: It is in the Bill in this

form, that a man can claim a yewr's ex-
emption upon the expenditure of a cer-
tain amount of money. The warden has
power no* to give six months' exemp-
tion.

Tam MINISTER or MiNis: Not the war-
den.

MR. MORAN: Well, the Minister has
the power. I have never known a com-
pany in Western Australia to suffer hard-
ship, and I have never known this Gov-
ernmnent to do anything which was in the
shape of a hardship, to a company in
Western Australia. If a company is
bon~rflde and makes application, and says
that something unforeseen has happened,
that company can get exemption. if
you allow a fine instead of forfeiture,
the small man will not be able to pay that
fine, but the big company can pay every

time. If you make a sliding scale, it
will be absolutely unworkable, as it may
he said the warden is treating someone
favourably, and others unfavourobly.
This matter of fining is absolutely unten-
able, and will create trouble. Let us
stick to the good old plan

1R. MoOANs: How will you get rid
of the blackmailer?

MR. MORAN: We know what you
mean. Blackmail is punishable. if
you are working a lease, no one can black-
mail you, and if anyone endeavours to
blackmail you, that person is punishable
by law. We have a law now that
no one shall apply for the forfoiture of
a lease, unless he pays down a, certain
sum of money, and a man will not apply
for forfeiture when there is a chance of
losing his.Y25. If a man is working his
lease, there is no chance of forfeiture.
The good old rule stands supreme: give
the leaseholder every chance anj do not
inflict a hardship on him. I agree that
the Minister should have a discretionary
power. There is only one other matter
I wish to refer to, and that is in regard
to the appeal court. We asked for this
years ago. A case occurred the other
day in which a verdict was given for £100
odd; and the expenses of witnesses came
to £300, people being dragged down from
the fields and put to great inconvenience
an.] trouble. The time has arrived when
we should appoint a. travelling judge for
this work. The warden will then be able
to deal with the cases; and, if there is an
appeal, the judge will come round and fill
up the cracks of the bad law of inexperi-
enced wardens, if such there be, and there
may be. The wardens will find the facts,
and the judge will go round and put the
law right. I have said what Ithink about
the Bill from the day since the trouble
first arose, and I shall never alter my
views. I shall use all the power I have in
trying to wipe off the statute book the
dual title. I may say exactly what an old
mine manager, Mr. Carlisle, said, "It is
just as welltohavea dual title in awvife as
in a mining lease," and he is about right.
We have it from the Select Committee on
the Ivanhoe Venture case that, whilst the
dual title exists, we, may expect squabbles
of the kind that have arisen. There may
be criminal actions over dual titles,
and some peoule have been close to
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bodily injury through the dual title.
In the interests of law and order, in
the interests of good sense, and
to cause the tide of prosperity to flow
again, let us do away with this dual title.
The rich and the poor alike say there is
but one obstacle to gold-mining in Wes-
tern Australia, and that is the insecurity
of title, of which we have heard so much.

MR. LEAKE (Albany): I fancy every-
body who has considered this Gold Mines
B.1 has approached it with the idea that,
under any circumstances, the fate of the
dual title is sealed; and I do not there-
fore propose to argue in favour of the
abolition of that particular system. The
hon. member who has just sat down paid
me the compliment of referring to certain
remarks which I made in the House a
few years ago, when the question was un-
der consideration, and I remember dis-
tinctly pointing out the difficulties which
might, and which unfortunately have en-
sued. As far as I am concerned, My Koes
in the framing of this Bill is that we
should first encourage the prospector and
the holder of the miner's right; for he is
the pioneer of the goldfields, and to him
is due the development and the direction
of energy and capital which are ultimately
brought forward. I have said before, and
Isay again, that, in the majority of iD-

stances, the difficulties that have arisen
with regard to the administration of the
Goldfields Act are in connection with the
failure of the administration, for the
time being, to clearly recognise the differ-
en-e between a. title under a miner's
right and a title under a lease. In the
majority of places, and particularly where
alluvial is found, the policy is to en-
courage the holder of the miner's right to

goadpgout under that document;
and the Act which is now in force gives
the holder of the miner's right an inde-
feasible title to the land of which he has
taken possession. A title under a miner's
right is ab title applied to alluvial ground,
strictly so called, and also to reefing
ground. In other words, a holder of a
mainer's right can go and peg out his 7Oft.
by 100fT. of alluvial ground, and peg out
a slightly larger area of reefing round ;
but in the past-and particularly was this
the case in 1 894-directly a rich find was
made on a reef, and big specimens came
in, a rush took place, and the result was

that land was taken up, not under a
miner's right, along the reef, but in
blocks of 25 acres; and that is where the
trouble, has arisen. Under the old law,
directly a man put his pegs in for a lease,
and made his application, that ground
was protected. The miner's right owner
was, in consequence, shut out from that
area, and he was unable to prospect for
alluvial or for reef gold.

MR. MORAN: Not if be were there first.
bin. LEAKE: Oh, yes.
MR. MONy: Oh, no, not if he happened

to be there before the men came.
MR. LEASE: Directly the land "'as

pegged out and applied for as a lease, the
holder of the miner's right was excluded.

Mn. MORAN: The new man, yes.
M. LEAKE: Owing to that fact, all

the difficulties have arisen. Under the
Queensland Act, from which our Act was
taken originally, no lease was granted
until two years after the, proclamiation of
a goldield, and consequently the condi-
tions of 1894 could not obtain in Queens-
land: therefore we found there was a
larger difficulty in administration, and it
is owing to that, I am satisfied, this
difficulty has arisen. I do, not speak
as a mining expert, I do not know
anything about it. I would just as soon
go down a well as a mine, and would know
just as much about it; but in the course
of speculations I have had to lose my
money, and in my professional practice I
have been called upon to, advise alluvial
men and leaseholders, and I consequently
claim to know something about the prac-
tical application of this Gold Mines Bill.
It is a subject I have taken particular in,
terest in, and I say emphatically, and I
ask hon. members to say whether I am
right or not, that the difficulty has arisen
owing to the failure to discriminate be-
tween. the two, classes of title: that under
a miner's right and that under a lease.
If we bear that in mind in considering
the application of the Bill before the
House, we will be more likely to come to
a just conclusion and knock the Bill into
fair shape and make it a workable mea-
sure. I am hapny to say that in criti-
cising the Bill I do so in no factiousaspirit,
but with a view of assisting hon. mem-
bers to arrive at a just conclusion; and
whatever I say I want it distinctly to be
understood, I am by no means assertive,
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I would rather be argumentative. If I
say anything which may not agree with
the views of hon. members, I am prepared
to give the same amount of due considera-
tion to the views of other hon. membersi,
that I claim .they should give to me. If
hion. members w~ill promise me that, I will
point out what seem to be one or two
difficulties, if not blots, in the present
measure. They are not of such a nature
that they cannot he remedied, but whilst
the idea of the draughltsman and the
Minister has been a good one, I thinki
the object they have in view is not carried
out in the Bill as drafted. I would like
to make one or two remarks on the in-
terpretation clause, and I make these re-
marks on the second reading, because
this clause goes, in many instances, to the
principle of the measure. In the first in-
stance, it is important to bear in mind
the meaning of the term "authorised hold-
ing." That term is constantly used
throughout the clauses in the first and
second part of the Bill, and its applicsr
lion, where it ought to be limited, is un-
fortunately extended to the last degree.
For instance we have "authorised hold-
ing" defined as "Any holding of whatso-
ever kind, other than a6 lease or applies-
Lion for a lease." It will be seen, there-
fore, that the definition apiolies; not only
to culaimis under a miner's rigt-

Ma. MORAN It excepts a claim, I
think.

MR. LEAKE: Oh yes; hut it includes
residence and business areas.

Mn. MORAN:. That is right, and also
prospecting areas.

Ma. LEAKE: That is so, but I ama not
sure whether it includes interim leases.
At any rate, it isi important to well con-
sider the meaning of these particular
words. In the definition of the word
"claim" we are told that no land applied
for as a lease can be included in a claim.
I do not want to enlarge upon the point
just now, but it seems very important.
WVhere land is applied for as a lease I do
not think the alluvial man should be kept
"iff it, but directly the lease is granted,
undoubtedly the alluvial men should
have notice to quit. If an alluvial man
be on the ground, the chances are no
lease wQi be granted, but, if a lease be
granted, the alluvial man must go. I
think there is a. slip in the definition of

"con Crown lands." The wording of the
existing Act is not followed, and ths
miner, by the present definition, is ea
eluded from a6 timber lease. Why the
miner should be excluded from a. timber
lease I do not quite know. The miner
can goon to a. pastoral lease, but, under
this Bill, but must not go on to a timber
lease. Timber leases; have been, or may
be, granted on the goldfields, and we do
not know what areas may be thus locked
up from the alluvial miner and the lease-
hold er, Possibly this is a mistake in the
Bill, but I point it out as one of consider-
able importance, which I hope the gold-
fields members will note. The same
point was taken, I believe, b y the Miner'
Association or some other assois-tion at
Kalgoorlie.

Ma. MORGNSa: That was the Chamber
of Mines, I believe.

Ma. LEAKEr I do not know what as-
sociation it was, but I made a note of it
when reading the Bill, and I was struck
by the fact that what I had noted was
also Observed by practical men on the
fields. It will be seen that this is not an
idea of 'mine, and is really soniething
which requires explanation from the
Minister. I do not know whether it is
thie intention of the Minister that miners
should be kept off timber leases&

THE MNismn Or Mrnus: That point
has been considered.

MR. LEAKEr Well, if there be any
doubt, we can argue the point in Com-
mittee. I now desire to direct hon. main-
Wers' -attentioa !to it as an important
point.

THE MINSTRa Or MINS: I am much
obliged to the hon. member.

Ma. LEAKEr I notice, a little varia-
tion has been made in section 10 of the
present Act by clause 7. It is a, pity-
if I may venture to say so'-tbat, the
draftman of the Bill did not keep as
closely as possible to the phraseology of
the present Act. In going through the
Bill it has been a considerable difficulty
to me to compare the clauses with the
present Act. Although it is not said so
in so many words, this is practically a
consolidation Bill.

TrIE MNSTER Or Ifns: The Bill fol-
lows the Victorrian Act.

MR. LEAXE: So far an alterations in
the law are concerned, I am with the hon.
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member for East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran)
when he says that the only real blot on
the present law is section 36, which
established the dual title. Personally, I
should have been better pleased if our
attention had been concentrated on the
abolition of the dual title, and the adop-
tion of some provision in lieu thereof, in-
stead of our being asked at this juncture,
when really it is necessary we s-hould be
emphatic and definitely decide what
should be done with regard to the dual
title, to consider a Bill of so many clauses
and so many complications. However,
the Bill is before us, and it is our bounden
duty to make the best of what we have.
The next clause of impoxtamce-anud one
of the most important clauses in the
whole of the Bill-is clause, 9, which de-
fines--and in its definition followrs the
existing law-the privileges under a,
miner's right, and then goes en to deal
with prospecting areas and prospecting
reward claims. In the old Act these
were called protection areas, and were, I
belierve, 400 yards by 400 yards
in extent. Under the Act a, miner'
right gave the holder the pri-
vilege to prospect, and "prospect,"
purely and simply, as defined by the
regulations. Here I notice that, for some
reason which I cannot appreciate, the
pewcr is embodied in the statute, itself.
Whiist I am certain that the intention of
the Minister and the drafaman was to
create only what the words imply,
namely bona fide prospecting areas, I
fear, if the Bill be passed as drawn, we
shall find another form of indefeasible
holdings will be created.

Tnus RMnsmn or MuNxs: This is from
the Victorian Act.

MR. MoRaay: But if he finds payable
gold he has an advantage.

MR. LEAKE: I appreciate that. I
am drawing no, red herring across the
track, and this is no bogey I am raising.
I have given considerable thought to the
subject and I am convinced the power to
take up these prospecting areas may do
more harm to the alluvial digger than it
is possible at the present moment to con-
template. The Minister tells us that this
is taken from the Victorian Act, and I
believe that is so, in regard to this and
many other clauses. But the mere fact
of its having been taken from the Vie-

torian Act causes tee to regard it with
the greatest possible degree of suspicion.
In Victoria the industry of goldmining
has become settled and permanent. In
that colony there is not that rush and
hurry over prospecting, or any mining,
generally, that. we have in Western Aus-
tra~lia. What applies to a settled popu-
lation does not apply to one that is transi-
tory and migratory, as is the populat ion
in this colony. The mining industry in
this colony is practically in its infancy,
as will be seen when we compare the ac-
tual working with the enormous areas
which at the present moment. are being
prospected. Victoria, we may take it for
granted, has been prospected from
end to end, paid the people there
knc'wv where they will not find gold, as
well as where they may find it. Nobody
can say that of Western Australia, and
therefore, when applying the regulations
and provisions of the Victorian Statute,
we must do so with the greatest jealousy
and the most careful regard to local con-
ditions.

Ma. ILuaNowowrni: The Victorian Act is
45 years old there.

MRs. LEARE: The prospecting nrea, I
may point out, may develop into a secure
form of tenure which was never contem-
plated. Under the old regulations the in-
tention was-and. no, doubt the idea
ncow is only to elabora-te that in-
tentiont--that a person might go out
in the bush, a considerable dis-
tance from. any working or mine, and,
perhaps, into virgin country, and there
put in his pegs, and secure for himself,
for a reasonable period, an area of 10 or
12 acres, as the case might. be. Ha-ving
put in his pegs, he was, protected from in.
trusion by other prospectors or any other
person, but . was his duty, immediately
he took possession of the land, to pros-
pect, and continue- to prospect from day
to day, and bona fide search for gold.
If in the course of his search he was
sucessful in discovering payable gold,
his duty was to immediately report the
fact to the nearest warden, and he was,
then granted, within his prospecting area
pegs, not an ordinary claim necessarily,
but a specially enlarged claim known as
a reward claim. But if a, person went
and took up a prospecting area, it ws
not the privilege of any other n'erson to
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go andl, as it were, tie into his boundaries
and create another prospecting area
alongside the original one. In fact, under
the old law, there could not be two pros-
pecting areas within the same vicinity.

Mn. ILLLNOWORTH: The reward is for
finding gold.

MR. LEAKE: But in this Hill it will
be noticed there is no such restriction,
and any number of holders of miners'
rights can go into the country and peg
out prospecting areas side by side. Ten
or twenty persons may, under this Bill,
take up a whole country side, and when
that is done, the general public, and the
general mass of miners holding miners'
rights, are precluded from prospecting in
that area. There is a vast difference be-
tween protecting the first man and pro-
tecting the next twenty men who come.
If we do not take care, we shall perpetuate
the same evil in regard to prospecting
areas which obtained in regard to applica,
tions for leaseholds, wider the existing
law. If hon. members critically examine
the clause relating to prospectin g areas,
they must come to the conclusion' that I
am right.

Mn. X[OnAY: It is all subject to regula-
tion.

Mu. LEAliE: Oh, yes; but do not for-
get we are dealing with the Act at the
present moment.

Mn. MOROAN~s: The old regulations; still
govern.

Mn. LEAKE: If the bon. member will
pardon me, we really are wiping out the
regulations in regard to prospecting areas,
and bringing them into the actual provi-
sions of the statute, and we may take it
for granted that prospecting areas will be
dealt with in the Act and not by regula-
tion.

Mn. MORAN: It does not say so. it
says "by regulation."

MR. LEAKS: The Minister told us it
was his intention to take this matter of
prospecting areas out of the regulations.

Ma. MORAN: He is wrong.
TnnE MfmisRTE or Mwssg: The prospect-

ine area. will be defined by regulations.
This is simply taken out of the present
regulations and embodied in the Act.

Mn. LEAKE: Just refer to, clause 12:
'The labour conditions of every prospect-
ing area and claim shall be as follows:
For every prospecting area-From the

third day alter marking off:; For 12 acres
or under, one man ; over 12 acres, two
men." It contemplates that 12 acres
should be the minimum. However, I am
not prepared to say the hon. gentlemen
is not right in asserting that the arearmay
be defined by regulation. I am inclined
to think that it will; but the general pro-
visions which apply to the holding and
the working generally with regard to pro-
specting areas are laid down in the Act
itself, and not in the regulations. The
Act, therefore, contemplates a, departure
from the existing rule, namely, that there
may be any number of prospecting areas
in one locality, and it becomes, by the
operation of certain sections, practically
an authorised holding.

Mn. MORAN: The definition of "mine"
includes all prospecting areas, I believe.
Just look. In that case it would exclude
a second man from coining in.

MR. LEAKE: "Mine"' includes all land
held or Occupied for mining. A prospect-
ing area is not held for mining.

MR. MosuN: It is. Look at the defini-
tion of mining. It says "prospecting"
also. It includes prospecting.

M. LEAKE: I know it does; but my
objection will go to the incluson of that
word in the definition clause. I shall be
glad if the hon. member will not interrupt
me. I do not know if I make myself
clear, but I am trying.

MR. ILIJNGWOETH: It is a Most im-
portant point, too.

ME. LEAKS: I want to show that this
will be regarded as an authorised holding.
Pause for a. moment and consider the pro-
visions of the old regulations, which say
-I am speaking from memory-that no
mining shall be allowed on a prospecting
area; thus emphasising the fact that
these areas must be held for prospecting,
pure and simple.

Ths Msmsmn or MiNs: Is not pro-
specting "miningi"

Ma.LEAKS: No. Mining includes the
erection of machinery, and all that sort
of thing.

THE MINTSTER OF. MiNES: "Minaing" is
to mine.

MRt. LEAKE: Rut prospecting is not
"mining."

THE Mimsmn ox. MiNzs: It precedes'
mining.
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Ma. LEAKE: It precedes mining. A
prospecting area. with regard to the lease
is in the same position as the application
for a lease is to the document itself.
Those are the relative positions. I would
not permit more than one prospector in
a given locality.

Tnm MINSTER OF AbN-zs: They are not
allowed now.

Mn. LEAKE: But they are not de-
barred, and that is where the danger
comes in. If it is thoroughly understood
that there shall be no two, prospecting
areas within, we will say, for the sake of
argument, a mile of one another-

Ma. MORAN: There cannot be, under
this Act.

MR. LEAKE: There can. We want to
clearly distinguished between a prospect-
ing area anld a&mining property. It isonly
the preliminary, and that is why I say
that if we follow the Act as it i6 draw,
wee shall cseata the third tenure. There
will be the title under the miner's; right,
the title under the leasehold, and the
title held as a prospecting area, Why
am I justified in saying that I If you will
look for a moment at clause 12, you will
see that the labour conditions are made
to apply to every prospecting area as well
as to the claim.

Ma. MOAN: YOU Are Wrong again.
The registered claim Only.

Ma. LEAKE: I have some knowledge
of the English language.

Ma. MORAN': There is no exemption
'or a prospecting area.

Ma. Vospunt: Yes; there is. It pro-
vides for prospecting areas.

MR. LEAKE: If the hon. member
wishes to controvert what I say-

THE SPEAKER: The hon, m rember will
he very much out of order if he does, be-
cause the present is not the time to con-
trovert arguments, this being, a second-
reading speech.

Ma. LEAKE: It is a- trifle embarras-
sing. I have to keep my wits about me,
and I do not wish to get off the line of my
discourse. If members are tired of what
I say, I will sit down.

Tm ATroRNMr GENERAL: They do not
Wish to stop you.

Ma. LEAKE: Clause 12 contemplates
that the labour conditions shall apply to
a prospecting area as well as to a claim.
We will go on to clause 14, and I ask the

member for East Ceolgardie (Mr. Moran)
to listen: -

Subject to the provisions of the next follow-
ung setiou, the registered owner, or a Ma-

jority. if mare than one, of the registered
owners, of any claim or autborised holding,
may apply to the warden, in manner pre-
scribed by the regulations, for exemption.

A prospecting area, is an authorised hold-
ing.

Ma., MORAN: It ia never registered,
th ough .

Ma. LEAKE: It is an authorised
holding. You cannot get away from that,
ii you refer to the interpretation clause.
Clause 13 says a prospecting area may
under certain circumstances be deemed
to be abandoned; for the words aret:-

Any prospecting area or claim which shall
be apparently unoccupied, and upon which
there is no plant or mahiniery, or which
shall have been unworked, without lawful ex-
emption, for a longer period than is allowed
by the regulations, shall be deemed to be
abandoned ground, and may, without any adju-
dication of forefeiture or abandonment, be
taken up and registered as a prospecting area,
or a claim, in accordance with the regulations
by any holder of a6 miner's right, but subject
nevertheless to the rights (if any still subsist-
ing) of any previous occupant of such ground.
So you see, not only is there a. prospect-
ing area. held and held firmly, but you
may apply for exemption, and it may be
treated as abandoned. Now, under the
existing law, if a prospecting area. is
abandoned, there is an end of it. There
is no such thing as exemption on a. pros-
pecting area. If it is foreign to the
principle altogether it is entirely foreign
to it, and once you admit that element of
exemption, it contemplates the holding of
land without working it, and if you hold
it without working it, what follows: that
you exclude the holders of miner's rights,
and then, arguing by analogy, and ex-
tending the system, you will find that the
whole country side would not only be
pegged out, but held, and from it could
be excluded every holder of miner's
rights in the district. You come to this
position:- that the leaseholder with a
small lease mbfy, if he has sufficient plant
and enough friends, peg out ern infinite
number of prospecting areas all round
him, aind consequently leck up the whole
country side not only from the intending,
leaseholder, but also from the alluvial
man, the conditions of the country there-
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fore being worse than they have been at
any time in the, history of our goldfields.
You see how it will work, if once they get
a holding, and the Act gives them the
poe) to hold, and to hold firmly. It
says: "You may mine and you may get
exemption." Where are you? Just pause'
for a moment to consider that position.
The whole country side may, as I say, be
locked up, and the alluvial miner be
kept off, because the leaseholder, who has
ostensibly acquired the land for the pur-
pose of prospecting, takes very good care
to put down his holes in places where he
will not find the gold at all. N~ow you
see the door that is opersd up to fraud
and deceit.

.PRE MINISTER OF MINES: It is intended
not to grant a prospecting area within a
certain distance of another prospecting
area.

AARa. LEAKE: You do not say so.
TEE MINISTER OF MINES: In such posi-

tion as described by regulations.
MR. LEAKE: You must pardon mne;

-1 know that is what it ought to be, and I
amn glad that is your intention, but I amn
pointing out that you have not carried out
your intention in the way the Act is
worded. You should, if you will permit
me to say SO, separate entirely each of the
prospecting areas from other claims or
leaseholder, and have two series of sec-
tions dealing with them exclusively, not
allowing them to come within the defini.
tion of that most important term "autho-
rised holding," because otherwise you will
find that you are unconsciouisly giving the
holder of a prospecting area a title
which he never contemplated, and which
it was never intended to give. I know
that under the old regulations there were
separate sections, both for the alluvial
iind the leasehold, and I think it was a
g'ood plan. If my view is correct-and I
do not think it can be controverted-if
yoa have a number of prospecting areas in
a given locality, you may have exactly the
same number of reward areas. It was
never intended that there should be a
number of reward areas in one locality.
Under the old law a prospector, directly
be found payable gold, whether alluvial or
reefing, was bound to report it, his next
step being to peg out his prospecting area,
and then immediately the rest of his pro-
specting area was open to everybody to go

in and claim. That is as it should be. It
was never meant that this land should
be tied up in the way I have indicated.
We must remember that a prospector
might be in this position, that the first
man on the spot would peg, out his 12
acres or SO, as the case may be, that he
might find alluvial gold and give the tip
to a few of his friends, and that they would
go peg, peg, pegging all over the eoun-
try.

THE MINISTER OF MINES: The intention
is that no other prospecting area shall be
allowed to be marked off within a mile.
It says, "as prescribed by the regula-
tions."

MR. LEAKE: If the Minister admits
the force and justice of my argument to
that extent, I can stop almost immedia-
tely.

TEO: MINSTER Or MINES: I quite admit
it.

MR. LEASE: If you admit it was never
intended that there should be two pros-
pecting areas-we will say, within a mile
of one another-then we understand the
principle we are going on. But I assure
the Minister, and I ask him, if necessary,
to consult, not only the Attorney Gen-
eral, but the parliamentary draftsman,
and he will see that this principle is not
affirmed by the Bill as drafted. That is
the point I wish to make. I am glad to
think the Minister is in accord with me,
or that I smn in accord with him, which-
ever way he likes to put it; hut our views
are not expressed in the wording of the
Bill.

MIR ATTORNEY GEiNERAL: There should
be a proviso.

AIRa. LEASE: No, sir; there is more
required than a proviso. I assure the At-
torney General that this provision cannot
be made with a mere flourish of words,

Ior a pretty phrase in drafting. As the
Bill is drafted, I assure the hion. member
that it will upset almost the whole organ-
ism, I might say, of the clause; and it
will almost necessitate a. reshuffling of the
words, and practically fresh drafting. I
ask the Attorney General, if he is with
the Minister on this point, to make a note
of what I say, and a&k the parliamentary
draftsman to put these clauges in order.

Tan MNISTER o MINES: I quite under-
stand what you meat The present Act
provides for separate prospecting areas.
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MR. LEAKS: I am delighted to think
that the Minister agrees with me in
principle ; but what I am aiming at is to
point out to him he doer, not express his
ideas in his drafting. Now please do not
think I am captious or un friendly in this
matter; but do bear in mind that these
clauses as drawn are as wide of the mark
as bad drafting can make them. I am
glad to think that my views are accept-
able to the House, and tttwe thoroughly
understand onelthot-her now as to the
principle which should guide us; and I
conclude my observations on this portion
of the Bill by assuring hon. members that,
so far as I can see, it is nowv simply a
question of drafting. But let us, when we
are in Committee, diiect our attention
carefully to the phraseology by which it
is intended ko express our intentions;
otherwise we shall Be landed in a very
grave difficulty, and we shall find that we
have, instead of two contemplated forms
of tenure, at least three. The next mat-
ter of importance is that relating to resi-
doee and business licenses. Here we
have clauses which, unless they are
altered, I fear will not meet the difficul-
ties confronting us; and for this reason :
that, instead of regarding these residence
areas as mere camping grounds--and it
is my contention it was never Intended
they should be more than that-

MR. GREGOR:. We want them to be
more than that.

MR. LEAKE: If you want them to be
more than that, there will be a compli-
cated, or a. scientific, form of land grab-
bing. I understand that is what we want
to avoid. [Mu. MORAN: Hear, hear.]
We do not want to give freeholds of these
registered aeas. ft is a. case of people
going into the bush with their miners'
rights, selecting their little camping-
grounds, and, once they are there, being
assured that, as long as they want to stop
there, they can remain. But, direcuy
there comes an aggregation of individuals
-which, as we know, invariably follows a
rich goldfield-then these areas are re-
quired for the general public good as
townships and reserves, and so fortn ;
and it is not unfair to ask the man who
has camped there to remove his tent some
hundreds of yards away.

MRa Unzoen: No; give him the right
to get his title.

Ma'. LEAKE: The han. member, it
seems to me, I do not say *wants to
establish, but would establish, perhaps
unconsciously, a system of land-grabbing
and dummying; and the so-called pioneer
of the goldfields would become a land-
grabber, and would simply pop on to this
piece of land in contemplation of the un-
earned increment; and would simply
stay there, not as. a. miner, not as a. bush-
man, but in the hope that he should :w-
quire that freehold, and reap the fruits of
the labours of other person&

MR. GREOnY: And possibly rob the
speoulator who, comes up afterwards,

N. LEAKS: If the hon. gentleman
will pardon me, I do not want to treat
this matter in a frivolous or airy style. I
am endeavouring, as well as I can, to ad-
vance solid argument. My idea is that
we must not, in granting either residence
or business areas, do more than protect
the holder of a miner's right. That is the
man we want to protect; and, if he is
secure in his tenure as long as he likes
to remain on his little holding, he can
stay there; or else it is incumbent upon
the authorities to find for him one of equal
advantage in the neighbourhood; and
that is not asking anything unfair. He
takes it up for a nominal sum; and, when
he takes it up, the land is worth nothing
except as a camping ground; and let it
remain as such. But here the provisions
of this Bill contemplate forcing the unfor-
tunate holder of a miner's right to erect,
under clause 26, a habitable dwelling.
Now what. does the holder of iminer's
right want more than his tent?1 Surely
the fact that he has erected his tent, and
carried on his business and camped
there--

MR. GREGORY:Z He wants to make a
home there-to bring his wife over and
erect a house on it.

MR. LEAKE: I wish the hon. member
would make a note of what I am saying
and reply afterwards;- because I really do
not wish to be called upon to answer these
irrelevant interjections.

~MR. Onnoony:- You are very fond of
them yourself, sometimes.

MRf. LEAKE: Let us discuss the Gold
Mines Bill, and not our methods of con-
ducting business in the House. I am
anxious, as I say, to protect the holder of
a miner's right; and I do not think it is
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fair to compel him, within any limited
time, to erect a habitable dwvelling. It is
quite sufficient if that man says to him-
self : "I have taken this up, and I am
satisfied with a tent." Well, let him have
his tent. Why put him to the expense of
bricks and mortar and galvanized iron
and timber, wvhen he is satisfied with a
tenti It would keep the unfortunate man
constantly in a state of "move -mn." He is
not precluded, remember, from putting up
his galvanized iron, brick or stone build-
ing; and he can if he likes have a French-
polished staircase; but we do not want to
compel him to do it. Whilst upon this
point it would seem to me that clause 22
is contradictory. It says that no person
shalt be entitled to occupy any land as a
residence area or for residence, and the
carrying on of business, unless the area
for the time being shall be registered.
Now this is evidently a mistake in draft-
ing, and an important one. The clause
contemplates registration before selec-
tion, whereas it has already been shown
that the holder of a miner's right can
select where he likes, and register after-
wards. That clause is evidently drafted
in error.

THE MINISTER OF MrNs: That was the
intention of the Mining Commission.

MR. LEAXE: Yes;3 the hon. member
perhaps, in one instance especially, has
rather too slavishly followed the recoin
zuendations of the Mining Commission;
because I notice in one clause that he has
actually copied from the report of the
Mining Commission a whale paragraph
verbatim, and made it inaccurate in the
Bill. Now you know that is not good
drafting, and when I saw that, it made me
extra critical with regard to the drafting
of the measure generally. I do not think
that the fact of this being a suggestion of
the Mining Commission makes it an in-
fallible suggestion.

Ma. ILLLNGWORTH: It is Only a. sugges-
tion.

MR. LEAKE: It is only a suggestion;
but the Minister has made a mistake in
adopting their words in the Bill.

MR. VospnR: Before you leave residence
areas, will you express your opinion on
clauses .32 and 33-33 more particularly?

MRs. LEAKE: I thought I had, gener-
ally speaking, expressed an opinion ad-
verse to the enactments of those two

clauses, when I said I did not desire that
there should be a right of acquiring either
a freehold title, or a title which was equal
to freehold. But those two clauses, 32 and
33, do contemplate an indefeasible title,
which seems to me to be foreign to the
idea of residence and business areas taken
up under the miner's right.

'MR. VosPEn: They make. a camping
miner a landlord, practically.

MR. LEAKE: Yes; quite so. I have
noted those clauses; but I do not desire
to more than refer generally to the prin-
ciple, with the intention of elaborating
my ideas, if necessary, when we are in
Committee I think my views, if I
remember rightly what the hom. memn-
ber said in his remarks on the
Bill, are at one with his upon this subject.
It all events, I was very much struck with
the force of his observations. Now we
come to another novelty, and that is
the interim lease. I do not think the in-
terim laws solves the difficulty of the
dual title-certainly not in the way
the clauses are drafted. The interim
lease merely contemplates that, in certain
circumstances, a man shall have a pro-
visional title for 12 months. It is Ilk:
hanging up his application for a lease.
He can go on mining; but the alluvihi
miner can come upon the interim lease,
and search for gold, practically on the
same conditions as he can now come upon
a lease under section 36 of the existing
Act; so that we are really perpetuating
the dual title, if not to the same dangerous
extent as the law at present allows, at
any rate to an extent which, in my
opinion, should be distinctly limited. I
think we would do well to strike out these
clauses relating to the interim lease, and
meet the difficulty in some other way.
Let the application be suspended, or some -
thing of that kind. If the clause is to
stand as drafted, it will be easy enough
to evade this provision, because clause
49 says: "At any time during the term
of one year, for which any interim lease
may have been granted, the lessee may
apply for an ordinary lease of the land
demised, and such application shall be
subject to all the provisions of this Act,
and the regulations, as if no in-
terim lease had been granted." Hon.
members will notice that it says:
.any time during thle te'm of one
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year " application may be granted.
It does not say any time in 12 months.
If it did say that, it would not be objec-
tionable. It is important to remember
what happens on the application for a
lease. Directly an application for a lease
is made, whether it is upon crown land
or land held under an interim lease, all the
provisions of the statute are brought into
force, and immediately-and this is the
imnportant point-by virtue of the appli-
cation the alluvial digger is excluded from
that particular area,

THE MINISTER OF MINBs: He has; to
prove the reef.

MnR. LEASE: That is not so. I profess
t0 know a little more about the drafting
of this Bill than the Minister. Any appli-
cation for a. lease excludes the alluvial
miner; and the hon. gentleman cannot
gainsay that. That is one of the most im-
portanit provisions in the Bill; and it is
one of the sources of difficulty to be met
at the present moment, that, by virtue of
putting in pegs and applying for a lease,
the country for miles around is shut up to
the alluvial digger. Ta~ae for instance the
Londonderry mine. I was on the London-
derry mine for a time, and I know that all
the dry-blowers cams on to the lease,
aid were dry-blowing there, and by
law they were excluded;- but, as a
matter of fact, the applicants for the
lease, acting on advice, and on the sugges-
tion of the warden for the time being,
knowing that no harm could ensue, per-
mitted these men to search for alluvial
gold; and they were dry-blowing all over
the place; in fact it would have been a
physical impossibility to turn the men off.
The fact still remains that, directly the
land is applied for as a lease, the alluvial
miner is excluded. If on the other band
-and I ask hon. members to make this
alteration in Committee-when the land
isa applied for as a lease the alluvial miner
msky come in, and, between the period of
the application and the granting of the
lease, test the land and see if alluvial
exists there, the alluvial man can be seek-
ing for gold and so forth without preju-
dinec to the applicant. If the ground is
thoroughly well tested before a lease is
granted, then who can object to the lessee
acquiring an indefeasible title?

TBE Mn'nsTmi OF MiNus: That was the
law before.

3Ma. LEASE: I do not think it was, un-
le.4s it was in the original Act.

THE MINISTER OF MItNES: It was in the
Act of 1894.

MR. LEASE: In 1894 the land which
was applied for as, a lease was shut up to
the alluvial miner. But it does not
matter what the law was; what we are
striving, for is, and what we want to say
is, what the law shall be, and if we say
thas the application for a lease will
amount to this: notice will be given to
the alluvial miner that the land has been
applied for, and the applicant will say "I
want this for a lease, and I do not think
there is alluvial on it, but come in and test
it and you sheall have every possible oppor-
tunity afforded you."

Ma. VosPEs: For how long would you
give that right?7

Ma. LEASE: The regulation provides
3u days; bitt it is not fair to bind me
down to a. suggestion as to what the, limit
should be.

MR. Voasa:FL Thirty days would not he
long enough.

Mu. LEAKiE: I agree with the hon.
member. Let us take an application for a
leaa~ in the neighbourhood of a recent very
rica find. Repeat the history of the Lon-
donderry and the Wealth of Nations finds.
Theo country all round was pegged out as
leases. and the alluvial miner camne in,
notwithstanding the application, and went
to, work straight away. In a case
ire that, if no gold was on the surface, and
if there was no signw of alluvial to he
found at a. greater depth, the woun d would
be left to the leaseholder. Do not let nic
be misunderstood in this matter. I do
not want to give the leaseholder any
first advantagre that he cannot get under a
miner's right. If he wants an indefeasible
title it is open to him to apply tinder his
mniner's right; that is the only wvay in
which he can exclude the alluvial miner,
beca use the leaseholder possesses a miners
right himself. Every man has the same
privilege under a miner's right and can go
on to a lease or on to alluvial, and if lie
pegs, in acordance with the regulations, no
mian can turaihim off. Under the existing
law the mere application for a lease bars
the holder of a, miner's right from exercis-
ing the privileges of his miner's right. That
is the point. The countryside should not
ha shut up by the application for a lease.

Second reading.[A.SSEMBLY.1
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By all means affirm the title to a lease
when once it is granted; do everything
you can to secure the title; but until the
title, is secured it is open country. That
is all I ask and suggest.

Mn. MORAN: What about the labour
conditions?

MR. LEASE: That is a matter of d&tail.
My cwnI opinion is chat it is not lair to
ask a man to Derform labour conditions
under his application for lease. If my
argume~nt is good and my suggestion is
.rrried out, there wvill be no necessity to en-
force labour conditions, because prima
facie the ground is only good for mining
purposes and for the expenditure of capi-
tal; and capital will not be expended in
these circumstances, until the tenure is
secure. Under the existing law, if you
expend your money simply on the strength
of your application it may be that the
Minister will refuse your application for a
lease; and what is the result? You have
lost the benefit of your expenditure.

Tnr MINISTER OF MINES: In speaking
of the existing laow, you mean this Bill.

MR. LEAK&?, I mean the law as it
stands at present, which you are adminis-
tering. Under the existing law an applica-
tion Shuts up the countryside, and there
is no possible opportunity for the coun-
try to be prospected by a miner's right
holder. All wre say is this: let every acre,
every portion of the land in the colony, be
subject to tbe right of the alluvial moiner
to go on if he likes. If a miner's right
holder Bits back and says, "I know the land
over there, but I wvill not prospect it," then
lie can only blame himself, not the owner
of the land, if it turns out afterwards that
the land is r ich alluvial. Give the holder
of a miner's right the opportunity to exer-
cise his privileges, and if hie does not, then
he has only himself to blame. I
ant perfectly certain this provision will
Satisfy the alluvial miner; and it will
secure everybody : it will give security of
tenure, which is of first importance to
the leaseholder. I do not believe we
"hould have any trouble in the admini-
stration in those circumstances. If the
warden reported that the land appeared
to be alluvial, the Minister would suspend
the granting of the lease ; and during that
suspension the applicant would not bie
asked to spend money in development, but

the alluvial miner would be allowed to
prospect.

inu Mj1ISnaR or MINES: Let the allu-
vial miner go in until the lease is granted.

MRh. LEAEL: Yes; but as soon as the
lease is granted, any entry against the
owner would be a trespass.

INIR. 1tLLENOWoRfH: but anybody could
e',ject to the application for a lease.

Ai-x. ttAht: Certainly. Claube 52
was referred to by the bon. memuer for
Eaist Coolgardie pir. Moran). It days
that no, lease should be rccommended
until the existence of a reef had bten
proved. I do not think, when we go
into Committee, that clause should be
allowved to stand. It seems to Inc that
to say you will not grant a lease in any
event unless a reef is outcropping, or n-
less you spend a large amount of money
in Searching for it, is not fair. It all
comes back, in nearly every stage of my
argument, to the position-and in this I
regard its importance-the position of the
opening of the land, or rather not shut-
tiug up the land merely by virtue of an
ap~plication for alease. Clause 62 is an im-
portant one. It is important enough to
merit some reference because it provides
for relief against forfeiture. Why the
clause should not extend to forfeiture for
breaches of the labour conditions I do not
quite understand. I think it will have to
[ie carefully gone, into. The clause
contains this wholesome condition, that
if there has been, a breach, the
leaseholder is entitled to notice.
If the leaseholder, after notice, will not
cure the defect which is complained or,
be cannot complain if his lease is for-
feited. That is as fair a protection as
you can give the leaseholder; and, more-
over, it prevents arbitrary jumping and
the tricky proceedings which we know
have taken place in the past, and pre-
vents the leaseholder from being possibly
blackmailed, as some hon. members have
put it. If the leaseholder gets his notice,
an] does not, after notice, cure the de--
feat, let him be fired out as quickly as
posible; and, if be does not perform the
labour conditions, he ought to lie liable
to have his lease forfeited. A new phrase
has crept into this Bill, referred to in
clause 64, which deals with labour ex-
emptions; and is also referred to in the
previous clause dealing with the forfei-
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Lure of alluvial ground. I would first sug-
gest, however, that to the grounds of ex-
emption, we miight add, when we get into
Committee, that of disputed title. It
often happens there is a dispute as to the
title of a lease, and it is rather hard if
one party has to comply with the labour
conditions, and, after keeping the lease
alive, ultimately lose it. Ciaes of this
kind have come under my notice, and
there is one case in particular now, in
which there is an appeal to the Privy
Council from the Supreme Court of Vic-
toria. I merely throw this out as a, sug-
gestion to the Minister, and hope he will
consider it. The novel phrase to which
I was referring is that of "interim pro-
tection." RNow, what does "interim pro-
tection" mean? The word "interim" is
like the word "gross" when the latter is
placed before "negligence.t '

MIR. MfoRAz: It is redundant.
MR. LEAKE: It is redundant. In

other words, "interim protection" means
Lxemption ; but I do ntut think we nec'z
these, clauses at all. I now come to a6
question on which I know many members
are at variance with myself; but, if we
view the question in the light of existing
circumstances, and of everyday wining,
we will see there is not so very much in
this question of the registry of min-
ing leases. It is proposed by the Bill. to
have the principal registry on the gold-
fields itself, as, against the present ar-
rangements of having the central office in
Perth. I am unhesitatingly and strongly
in favour of there being one central office.
I do not care whether that office be in
Perth, Coolgardie, or Kalgoorlie ; hut
there ought to, be one central office.

MR. ILLINOWOELIJ-: How could you get
from Kalgoorlie to, inspect a register at
Cue?

Mx. LEAKE: That is an argument in
favour of one central office in Perth;. but
I do not want to put it in that way, because
that is like arguing front a local point of
view. There might fairly be one registry
for the whole of the Murchison; one for
the whole of Coolgardie, and one for PiT-
harm. But I do not thinkl we should have
a. registry on each. goldfield. To have a
registry on each field, would necessitate
keeping up a staff. There really could not
honestly be a mining registry without a

fire proof safe. The records to be hej
are records of title to land, which are po:
sibly worth millions of money. Hoi
members must not shut their eyes to th
fact of the importance of these record
either as primary or secondary evidenci
It is quite as important to secure a, sW
repository for these records as it
to have a secure repository for records 4
title to freehold lands. If we apply ti
analogy of? the land registry, we find thi
nobody objects to the registry of freehol
land in Perth, although the land is in a
parts of the colony. The system in regas
to freehold land works well, and injurn
nobody, and so, I think, it would be four
in practice in regard to mining lease
The'difficulty arose about 1894, when ti
boom was on, and when people wei
tumbling over one another to buy minimo
lands, goAd bad, and indifferent. At thi
time, the wilder the wild eat was, tl
better the speculator seemed to be pleasei
and the more anxiousa to get his tiuj
Sometimes under the contract the mon(
had to be sent away into, a far country
but now the industry has settled dowi
and everybody knows his business hette
con tracts are invariably so framed thi
they are to be completed at a, given centr
and we never hear of any difficulty shot
the register. I ask hon, members to, coi
aider this question on the ground, not on
of expense, hut also of convenience. Sul
posing a company is buying from a. pa,
ticu I or person a. group of leases in Pilbaon
and at Coolgardie, what a trouble thi
person would be put to, before he coul
complete the title. That is, perhaps, a
exaggerated instance, hut it is one wliic
might possibly occur. The only othi
clause I desire to refer to is clause 71
which is important, inasmuch as, it agai
deals with this question of dual titl
This clause is an attempt to solve tir
difficulty as it exists at present. It r
cognises leases upon which the alluvi.
miner may at present enter, and it keel
alive, to a, certain extent, the dual titl
I think, however, thatwie ca-n aim a rap]
and decisive blow at the dual title t
a slight variation of this clause. Let,
affirm, without any more to do, that, froi
the passing of this Bill, there shall be r
dual title, beyond the recognition of exis
ing rights existing holdings.

Ma. Mon.y: That is right.

Second reading.[ASSEMBLY.]
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ML- LEAK!> We would then know
exactly where we were, and would be de-
priving no one of any vested right; and
vested rights which exist we must and
should recognise. Of course, as men
abandon their claims, the land would re-
vert to the leaseholder. I think I am
right in saying we may count on our
fingers the number of less which have
been obtruded upon, so to speak, by the
alluvial miner under clause 36 of the Act.
There is no need at all for a, complicated
system of applying for certificates; and
I recommend this to the consideration of
hon. members, and to the Minister, as
being a fair solution of the difficulty.
Then the clause says that the lessee may
mark off the line of reef; but, if a lessee
baa, to mark off a line of reef, it ought to
be imperative.

ML. MoRAN: And his line of pegs
ought to be respected. Now it is no good.

MR. LEAKE : After a year from the
granting of the lease, the lessee may
apply for a, certificate, if be show that no
alluvial rights exist. if may suggestion be
accepted, I should say absolutely there
should be no dual title from that day.
Let there be no mistake, and no beating
about the bush. The question should be
faced openly, and in a manly way ; and
it ought to be said that under no circum-
stances will we allow a dual title. That is
my opinion, and what I will fight for;
but, at the same time, Iwould encourage
to the greatest possible extent the alluvial
miner, excluding him for nothing, unless
somebody has an absolutely Botter title.
The man who has an application for a
lease has not a better title, so that the
alluvial men will be prortected. The other
clauses of the Bill refer principally to the
administration of justice, and to mining
on private property. As; to the clauses
dealing with mining on private property,
I do not profess to have given them the
same amount of consideration as thle
others, to which I have referred, because
the latter seemed to me paramount. B3ut
there is ample protection for the public)
to acquire the title to mine for gold on
private property without injury, and, on
the other hafnd, with advantage to, the
leaseholder. No freeholder can grumble
at the provision in t-he clause which
relates to mining on freehold property.
The man who owns freehiold property and

objects to gold being found upon it, is. a
tool.

MR. MKoRGAN:. I think so, too.
MXa. ILLINOcWORTHi: It took 20 years to

make the pastoralists believe that.
MR. LEAKE : There was only one other

question referred to in debate, and it is
not iithe Bill, but isma proposal by certan
hon. members in the form of a provision
to be inserted. That is in the matter of
mining boards. The member for Central
Murchison (Mr. fllingworth) and the mem-
ber for North-East Coolgardie (Mr. Vos-
per) seemed to approve of mining boards.
I listened to, their arguments, and I per-
used, and I :admit only casually, the pro-
visions of the Victorian statute dealing
with mining hoards. For the most part,
it will be found the Victorian law estab-
lishes these boards rather ais advisory
than as executive. If the power of these
boards is to ba advisory pure and simple,
they can do no harm, and possibly may
do good; but, when we come to consider
the efficacy end value of such services, and
argue by analogy, we cannot help con-
sidering the powers of local roads boards
and country municipalities.

A. MotA : .It is just the same thing
exactly.

Ma. LEAKiE: I aan not impressed with
the value of the administrative ability of
boards of that kind, and I regard these
mining boards with a certain degree of
suspicion. I am prepared to admit they
may apply with very great force, and do
good work in a, colony such as Victoria,
which, as I said before, has a settled min-
ing industry as well as a settled popula-
tion.

Ma. MoRA '4: Mixed up with agriculture
all round the mining.

Ma. LEAKE: All this shows the inap-
plicability of such a. provision to our con-
ditions. Considering the difficulties we
shall have in Committee in knocking into
shape the number of clauses which deal
with most important and salient points in
the Bill, it would be a pity to encumber
our prdcreedinigs, and possibly imperil the
passage of the measure, by overloading
it with provisions which, I submit, are not
for the moment absolutely necessary. If
these boards are found to be necessary,
we can wait for them;, we want, first of
all1, to have ain effective administration.
We want to abolish the dual title, and
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secure the alluvial miner; and, when I
say alluvial miner, I mean the man with

aminer's right. And we want to secure
him, and give him first a paramount ad
vantage. Remember, be has only a re-
stricted right. He has the same right as
the leaseholder, but let him exercise that
right fairly, and as openly as he may with-
out let or hindrance. Protect the lease-
holder, as you have in the first instance
protected the holder of a, miner's right.
1 am as strongly and emphatically in
favour of the abolition of the dual title as
it is possible for any man to be. My utter-
ances in previous sessions have proved
that, and I see no reason whatever to
alter the opinions I then expressed. And
if I have been somewhat lengthy in ex-
pressing my views on the Bill, I can only
say I feel strongly on the measure, and
my desire is to make the Bill as Workable
and as good a piece of legislation as pos-
sible. If we work together, and do not
become too dogmatic, we shall probably
arrive in this instance at a, just conclusion.

Ma. MORGANS (Coolgardiel: The im-
portant question which we have b3een dis-
cussing is one that merits more attention
on the part of legislators in this colony
thau any other.

A Mnnxn:a - It looks like it
Ma. MORGANS: I am sorry to see so

many empty benches.
A Msrnaxa: The mining muen are all

bere.
MR. MORGrANS: This is a burning,

question, and one that merits the atten-
tion of the House. I desire personally
to tender my warmest congratulations to
the leader of the Opposition for the
splendid and-leaxned attention he has evi-
dently given to this Bill; and 1 am glad
now to acknowledge that his explanation
of various clauses has certainly placed
soio of them in an entirely different light
to myself. I have to thank him for ha.v-
ingr so clearly explained some apparent
legal difficulties which mny untrained legal
mind did not grasp. With regard to these
interim leases, I think the intention of the
Minister of Mines was exactly the same
as that pointed out to the House by the
member for Albany. From what he says,
the Bill as drafted will not meet the case;
but the intention was the same, andk I take
it that one of the objects the Minister had
in view was to arrange some system where-

by a. lease could be taken up for a. certai
length of time under an application fc
an interim lease, or whatever you liket
call it, and that during a specified perio
of one month, five m~onths, or whatevf
time it may he, the alluvial miner shoul
have certain rigrhts over that ground.
do not think anyone would object to th
principle of allowing an alluvial miner a
that it is proposed to give him. I beiiev
it is the desire of every man that the a
luvial miner should be snieguarded, an
that all his legitniate righus shouid L.
secured to him. 1 do not grasp, from win
the hon. member for Albany stated, ho
it can be that the granting of an ii
terim lease would exclude an alluvii
miner, providing the necessary conditior
are inserted in the clause covering or a
fecting that particular case. The phras
ology of this clause may not be as it shoul
be, but the very words "interim lease
show that the object is to give the alluvii
miner certain rights within a certain time
that is as I understand it. It wi
pointed out by the member for Alban
that, according to the phraseology of tt
clause, the clause could be interpretedt
excluding the alluvial right.

MR. LEAKs: No1. What I meant wEs
that the clause says that at. any tins
during the term of a year the lessee ma

Iapply, and, immediately on applicatici
he would shut out the alluvial miner..
you put the word "after" instead
"during" in the first line, perhaps it wi
'meet the difficulty.

Mu.1MORGANS: it is a very importa.s
point, and I am glad the hon. membi
drew attention to it. There was one. pont
on which I could, not agree with him. .1]
said that during this period he would giN
the alluvial miner the right to- work o
any part of a lease, notwithstanding tt
fact that an application had been madi
and the leaseholder in the nieaatiwi
would he carrying out the necessary wonl
upon a vein or lode.

Ma.- ILLINUWOILTI: He could protec
himself by his own miner's right.

Mit MORGANS: I do not see how
leaseholder could possibly protect himse

4under those conditions. If the law spec
flonily states that the alluvial miner ea
come in and work upon any and evei
part of a. lease, I do not see what prote,
tion any leaseholder could secure. It:
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Sdefinite right which you give to the
Liluvial miner, and how is it possible for
he leaseholder to protect himself?7 It is
tear something must be done, not only
o secure the rights of the alluvial miner,
iut also those of the leaseholder.

Mis. MaAKE: He is not a leaseholder
intil the lease is granted.

lift 140RGANS : Quite so, but he has
.pplied for a lease under certain condi-
ions. If you exclude him from the right
of doing certainwork on the lode or vein
a the meantime, there is no object in his
ontinuing the provisional right, because
Scan only look upon it as a provisional
ight. You must, as I say, protect the
ights. of the leaseholder as welt as
hose of the alluvial miner.

AIR. LEASn: He has no right until the
ease is ranted.

m. MORGANS: I take it that he has
Ls much right as an alluvial miner. They
)oth have rights, and you must protect
hem. The leaseholder cannot protect
iimself, if you make a special law ex-
luding him from certain things.

MR. ILLINGWOETH: He can come on the
,round the game as other men.

MR. MORGANS: He could not prevent
he alluvial miner working. on the top of
Lis vein, and interfering with his shalt.
lut, at any rate, this is a matter which
vill have to receive the attention of the
,ommittee. Another point mentioned
vas that with regard to registry offices
mn the fields. There is a great deal of
orce in the argument of the member for
Llbany regarding that subject, but it
eems to me that facilities should be given
or the registration of titles in the various
)ffices on 6he fields, and there should be
Scentral reg-istry office in Perth, by which
nears the whole of the difficulties could
ea got over-dificulties that were so well
epresented by the member for Albany.

MR. ILuINowoRns: That is what we pro-
)osed in 1895.

MR. MORGANS; There was one other
patter mentioned by the member for
Ilbany. He referred to clause 76. It is
lear what the object of that clause is,
)ut I quite agree with him that it is better
a0 go straight to the point and say dis-
inctly that from this date no dual titles
vill be recognised. I shall support any
uggestion he may make in that direction.
Us a matter of fact, this House cannot be

too direct on that very important point,
and the shortest road attainable for the
purpose of arriving at this object is the
best under the circumstances. Another
matter is that of mining boards. I am
not in favour of them, because, as the
member for Albany has pointed out, they
could not be more than advisory boards.
They could not be administrative, simply
because they would interfere with the ad-
ministration of the law by the warden,
to start with. There would be a conflict
of administrative power, and the system
would be absolutely unworkable. They
might, however, form advisory boards.
But what does that amount tol What
advantage would it be to the Government
to have a board to advise them on certain
technical points? However, granting for
a moment that some advantage might
arise from the advice of members of such
board, I would like to ask how is it pos-
sible to secure the services of gentlemen
to give up the whole of their time, prac-
tically, to work of this kind, without re-
muneration? My experience of men on
the goldfields is that they are not in the
habit of giving their services gratis to
anybody, and I do not think it at all
likely the Government would be able to
get any men on the goldfields to, under-
take those responsible duties without pay-
ing them. I would go further, and say I
do not think it at all probable the Govern-
ment will be able to get any men to attend
to this work unless they pay them very
handsomely for it. Therefore, in view of
the fact th~at a board cannot be got to-
gether, to act in this capacity, unless its
members are handsomely paid for it, I
certainly do not think that, under present
circumnstsnceeg. it is a matter which should
reeeivp consideration from this House.
At some future date it may be worthy of
attention ; but for the present I do not
think it is. There is another objection to
these boards, in my oninion. I think they
are Very apt to be made political machines.

MR. KBNNqY: Hear, bear.
MR. MORGANS: And I very strongly

object to political machines being intro-
duced into the development of mines in
this country. I think we had better
keep politics out of mining as much as
possible.

Ain. MoRAag: That is what they are in
Victoria-political bodies.
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MR. MORGANS: The hon. member for
East Coolgardie (Mr. Moran) referred to
one or two matters I should like to deal
with; and one in particular was the Ivan-
hoe Venture case, which we all regret has
been a very unsatisfactory case in this
colony, and has probably caused more
bad feeling than any other mining dis-
pute which has ever come before the
notice of Parliament or the public. I am
sure it is one which we all very much re-
ret. I know that mine personally. I
visited the property a fewv weeks before
this unfortunate dispute arose. I went
down the shaft, examined the workings,
sampled it, and looked into it very closely,
as a matter of fact with the object of en-
tering into negotiations for the purpose
of buying it. I do not think this is the
time or place to give my opinion as to
whether that is aio alluvial claim or not,
or wvhether it is a claim on which alluvial
is partly found and where veins exist, be-
cause these are questions that are open
to dispute; and at the same time, they
resolve themselves into matters of opinion.
But I would observe this: that, suppos-
ing the, Ivanhoe Venture is an alluvial
deposit, there is a continuation of that
deposit for at least seven miles; that is
to say, it runs in a distinct channel.

MR. MORA.N: And all free, too-not
leased.

MR. MORGANS: At least a distance
of seven miles. In fact, it runs to the
Boulder township, and on towards Han-
nan's Lake and up in The other direction.
There is one curious circumstance in re-
gard to this dispute, and I call the atten-
tion of this House to it to show that any
legislation this country undertakes in
regard to mining should always be, based
upon this principle, that if the capitalist
is liable to err, the alluvial miner is liable
to err also ; therefore, all legislation must
he based upon the principle of protect-
ing the interests of both, and of giving to
each the same advantages, and of ex-
tending to each his proper rights.

'Pusz PREiMIR: Hear, hear.
MR. MORO-ANS: Is it not an astound-

ing fact, when we lock at the circum-
stances attending this unfortunate Ivan-
hoe ease, that outside four properties
which were leased-I do not say whether
rightly leased or not; I do not go into
that question-that, outside of four pro-

pm-ties that were leased, not a single allu
vial miner has attempted to find an.,
alluvial gold, outside the pegs of thos'
leases? There is something extraordi
nary in this circumstance; and I think
when the House takes into eonsideratioi
the matter of regulating the rights of th
alluvial miner and the prospector, ani
the man who invests his madhey in tbi
mines, it will be well-it will be neces
sary-that we should keep in view thi
very important fact ; because I am bouni
to say it leads any reasonable, man to th,
conclusion that at timnes-I do not an'
always, but there are times--whe,
the alluvial miner has attempted to d,
things under certain circumstances tha
he would' not do if those circumstance
did not exist. I cannot put it inj
clearer light than that ; nor do I wish, fo
one moment, to throw upon the shoulder
or the alluvial miner any blame for hay,
ing done what he ought not to have don
-that is, taking them as a. class; be
cause I am very glad indeed to apser
my belief that the genuine alluvial minei
of whom there are many on the gold
flelds-Ma. MORAN: Rear, hear)-th
genuine alluvial miner and the prospec
tor are men who deserve the esteem am
respect of every member of the commui
nity of Western Australia. My own e3
perience of the genuine alluvial man, o
the prospector, and of the working mines
has been of a character most satisfactor
to myself ; and I Yone always felt not oni:
a regard and esteem for those men, hut
have been glad to count them amongs
my list of friends. I have the bighes
possible esteem and regard for thea
men h ut I am obliged to confess tha
large numbers of men who call thenm
selves alluvial miners probably neve
did, until they arrived in Western Auf
i alia, have anything whatever to do wit]

mining, They are men who never saw
mine-who never had any connection wit]
mining, ei-tber alluvial, quartz, or prof
pecting. I know scores of such men oi
the fields. That is the class of mei
which is coming on to these fields, and*
is men of that cjase who, have been th
cause of most of the disputes between th
alluvial miner and the leaseholder.

MR. ILnhOWORT: Shoemakers, etc.
MR. MORAN: An olla podrida.
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Mn. MORGANS:- I have no sympathy
,-ith that class of men. I do not think it
s the duty of this House to legislate in
heir favour. We were not sent to this
louse as legislators to defend and pro-
e-t men of that kind; but our duty is to
'roteet and defend honourable men in all
heir rights; and I think, if we do that,
.-e shall be doing our duty; and I do not
hint this country will expect any more
rom us. The alluvial question is one
:bich never should have assumed the diffi-
ult and disagreeable proportions it has.
t never should have been allowed to do
o; and I am quite sure that, if the Ivan-
13e Venture case could have been dealt
',ith on other lines in the first moments
df the difficulty, the whole of the dis-
igreeable effqot4 would have been
voided;: and I think there were means
-- I think the mnember for East Coolgardie
uggested means-whereby this difficulty
ould have been avoided. At any rate
he difficulty arose, and we now have to
ace it. In connection with this I de-
ire to say something, because much has
)een said ag-ainst Mr. E. H. Wittenoozn,
he late Minister of Mines. Now, I feel it
av duty to say a few words in reference to
hat gentleman. Although it might. have
)een a political error to have attempted
9) do what be did in regard to clause 103
-it might not have been dinlomatic, or
bmight have been all right-I sin bound

a say that he did it with the best possible
bject at the time.

MR. ILLINOWORTE: No one disputes that.
Mnt. MORG-ANS: Oh. yes; it i-, verl-

argely disputed.
MR. ILLu4owoRTH: Not down here.
MR. Mo1ULN: Yes, down here too, in

ome of the papers.
Ma. MORG-ANS: How is it possible to

ay it is not disputed when the Minister
ras publicly burnt in effigy on the fields,
nd treated with the greatest contumely?

MR. ILLINGxwoRTn: Oh, that was no-
-hing. It might have happened to any-
Pody.

Mn. MORO-ANS: A great Majority of
he people on the fields to-day believe that
&r. Wittenoom had a sinister motive in
arrying out the amendment to clause 103.
They haive been taught this by certain agi-
ators. There is no doubt that the inten-
ion of Mr. Wittenoom was a very good
ne. It was intended as a- temporary

measure. I wish the miners to under-
stand that it was simply intended as a
temporary measure to prevent the dif-
ficulty which no doubt it caused later on.
Having said that much in defence of Mr.
Wittenoorn, which I say he deserves, I
shall not refer to that again; but I would
like to say, in connection with this, that
the gentleman who at present occupies the
position of Minister of Mines has been re-
ferred to in an uncomplimentary manner.
It has been said that he is not a. miner.
The first Lord of the Admiralty in Eng-
land is not a sailor; in fact, Mr. Goschen
has hardly ever been on a warship in his
life, and knows no more about a warship
than I do, yet he is the First Lord of the
Admiralty. And because the hon. mem-
ber who, occupies the position of Minister
of Mines is not a practical miner, that
is not sufficient, to say he cannot fulfil the
duties of the position. I congratulate
the country on having Mr. Lefroy as Minis-
ter of Mines to>-day. Although the menm-
her for Central 'Mkurchison (Mr. hulng-
worth), in referring to this matter, spoke
in uncomplimentary terms of the appoint-
ment of Mr. Lefroy, I do not agree with
him;- and I think the majority of the
people on the fields--I speak of the eastern
goldfields--hailed the appointment of Mr.
Lefroy to fill that important position.
There was one other point raised as to
deep alluvial mining. There are cases,
and I am glad the hon. member for Central
Murchison agrees with me in this, where
deep alluvial mining will require an
enormous outlay of capital for its prosecu-
tion. There will be cases found, if deep
alluvial mining is carried on to a. large ex-
tent in this country, where 500 acres will
not justify the outlay, for the recovery of
gold. There are many points in conneu-
tion with this. There is the great depth
to w hich men have to sink;- also the
enormous quantity of water met with at
preat depths; and, in cases of that kind,
I contend that if you are going to mnake
this Bill workable, you must make it elastic
enough to meet all these cases. We must
have, in any new mining law, sufficient
elasticity to meet all the varied conditions
and cases that will. be found in connection
with deep alluvial mining. These condi-
tions are not so difficult to fulfil in connec-
tion with quartz mining, because a man
knows what to do when he takes up a
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lease. If he takes up 24 acres, he knows
beforehand what he has to face in every
particular, except as to the quantity of
water to be met with. Therefore this
has not so much importance in regard to
leases ; but in deep alluvial mining in this
country, I suggest that before we pass this
Bill into law, we should carefully consider
the conditions under which the granting
of leases for deep alluvial mining are to
be given. It is a miatter that require, a
great deal of thought and attention. We
should try and make the law as good as
possible, wvith the least amount of altera-
tion. With reg~ard to the dual title, like
the member for Albany (Mr. Leake), I am
absolutely opposed to it, and I shall render
all possible assistance in the House in
wiping out what I consider one of the most
serious difficulties of this colony. There
is no other country in the world where a
dual title exists except here, and I am
bound to say that in my opinion it is a
disgrace to this country-the existence of
this dual title. In what other business
can you find a, dual title except mining,
and why should it be introduced into the
great industry of mining? Mining from
its very nature deserves the best treatment
at the hands of the Legislature of any
country, on account of the risks involved
in following the avocation of mining; but
here it appears the opposite is done. This
great mining industry which is bringing
prosperity to this country, which has been
the fountain of prosperity of this colony
u. to the present moment, is hedged round
with the greatest possible difficulties.
There are prickly-pear fences around
this great industry to keep it back, and
to all this you add the terrible bugbear,
the dual title. I assert that you cannot
find any country in the world with similar
conditions, and why was the experiment
triedi in We-t~rn A", tra'ial Why %VO9
this particular stunidity foisted on th ,
mining industry of Western Australia, es-
pecially when you consider that it is not
by any means a simple matter-the open-
in,- up of mineps in Western Australia? It
not only involves a large outlay but large
difficulties, and the existence of unusual
difficulties in mining operations in this
colony is found in one fact alone, that the
men who are engaged in the industry do
not find this colony good enough to coma
here and settle down in. Why is thati

Simply because the difficulties on the fieldi
are gr-eat. The difficulties of living arc
many, and the discomforts are great.

THE PREME: And the want of water.
MR. MoRGANs: And most of all from t'-

want of a proper supply of domestic water
The Government are now going to give uk
this water and we intend to have it. Wt
unil nt give the Government any peaci

utlthis stream of water is sent througl:
as the Premier promised.

THE PnRMIE: Hear, hear.
MR. ILLINGWORTH: What the Govern

wnent want is money.
MxR. MORGANS: We will get thc

money,
TIlE PREMIER: We will do it.

MR. MORGANS: The mining industry
baa been hedged in with many difficul.
ties; and any industry, whether mining
or manufacturing, develops more rapidl 3
the fewer the restrictions placed upon it
The mining laws of Western Australif
should have been a model to all the othei
parts of Australasia. I have looke&
through the mining laws of Victoria, and
I amu bound to say they do not do credi
to the intelligence of that colony. Re
strictions and difficulties and obstace
are placed in the way of the developmeni
of the industry, with the result that thai
colony, which was at one time th(
geatest gold producer of the group, ii

now behind.
THE PREMIER: It is number three now
MR. MORGANS: There is no doub

any amounit of gold in Victoria, but diffi
culties have arisen owing to the obstacle,
placed by the mining law in the way o
d.:velopmcnt, which have driven men t(
other channels of investment.

AIR. ILUNOWORH: You do not kno,
Victoria.

MR. MORGANS: The member for Cen
tral Murchson (Mr. Illingworth) claim
to know everything ; but I can tell hin
something which he does not know. ThE
Government of Victoria view with muel
alarm the decadence of the mining indus
try there; they have seen that theji
miserably bad laws have driven capita:
out of the country and they have gel
into such a state of anxiety about thii
that they have actually employed a arpecia
commissioner, who is at the present timE
in London, for the purpose of laying thc
facts about Victorian mines before capi
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talists, with the object of inducing these
capitalists to go back to Victoria as a
field for investment. What more strik-
ing fact could you have as illustrative of
the bad mining laws of Victoria? The
mining industry should be treated like
any other industry arid given a fair
chance. Why is the industry in this
colony in its infancyclogged with condi-
tions under which it is most difficult to
work? Why try an~d stifle the life out of
the industryI Any Parliament that
enacts laws which have that. effect is
doing a great and serious injury to the
country. The time has now come when
we, as practical men in the Legislature,
have to enact a new mining law. All
this twaddle and claptrap about. capital
and labour-all this nonsense we hear on
the fields and such places about capita-
lists being the enemy of labour, and
labour being the enemy of capital-must
he brushed aside by us as sensible men,
who should legislate for the good of all.
The interests of capital in this country
are identical with the interests of labour.

MR. ILLJNGWoRTH: And are everywhere
else.

MR. MORGANS: If that be so our new
mining law must he on the lines of jus-
tice to both sides, neither one nor the
other being selected to he favouked. I
do not object to labour conditions at all,
but, considered as a matter of policy,
they are ht grave and serious blunder,
which operates against the interests of
the working men themselves. It is only
in Australasia, where advanced demo-
cratic. ideas with regard to the rights of
mankind have developed themselves so
rapidly-but I am glad to say are
rapidly dying out-that the mining
laws are surrounded with difficulties aris-
ing from the labour conditions. I am
not speaking on behalf of the capitalists.
I am not a capitalist: I only wish I were.
I tum speaking now of the mining indus;-
try and not of either side; but, sunnossinL
I were speaking for the capitalist, I should
say the very best thing, for him is to have
very serious labour conditions on leases.
Such labour conditions render it inmos-
sible for any prospector, who owns a mine.
to bold a lease because he is lbound to sell
it for the best price he can. That has
been the effect on the goldfields of Wes-
tern Australia. To-day there are hundreds

of men on the eastern goldfields, who have
leases, and who, during the last year or
18 months, have been seeking in vain for
men of means to take over these leases.
I could point to more than 100 cases of
working men who have held leases, and
have been obliged to throw them up, be-
cause they could not find purchasers and
could not afford to employ labour. On
the other hin the 'capitalist hats the
money necessary to comply with the
labour conditions, and can keep the mine.
And what is the logical deduction?7 It is
simply that if you make the labour con-
ditions severe you make it impossible for
tlr prospector to hold his mine, and the
capitalist comes in and gets it for nothing.
I ant not asking for the reduction of the
labour conditions. If it were thought
desirable, under the guidance of the demno-
catic laws of Australasia, that labour con-
ditions should be doubled or trebled, I
would personally not have the slightest
objection ; but the stiffer you make the
labour conditions, the slower will be the de-
velopment of mining, and the fewer men
who have no money will be nossessors of
mines. It is a great mistake to hedge
this industry round with conditions and
difficulties, because these simply retard
development of mines. It is an accented
principle in all business that the freer
industry is made the more eay it.
is to carry it on. Let thiq clau~e bo en.'
structed on the basis of the fewast nnst+l'
conditions, with the greatest a'rrin*
of protection to every' body connocted.
Let uts make the industry ats easy to carry
out as possible, helping it in every way,
and not embarrassing it. Do everything
you like for the protection of the working
miner and for the protection of mining,
but let the law be of such at nature that
it will not aim at doing anything more
than afford protection. That is all I ask.
I do not know bow many clauses there
are in this ereat mining law. Whatis the
object of all this? You do not draw up
such laws and conditions as these to
govern an engineering business or the
wood industry. Why is that? If the
mining industry requires all these con-
ditions and clauses; all these embarrass-
ing- laws and sections. how is it that the
great timber industry does not require the
sames thing? Why do you not embarrass
that industry in the same way? Whatt is
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the position of the timber industry as
compared with mining? You say to the
miner: "I will give you a 24-acre lease,
and you shall pay me £-24 per annum for
it." I do not object to that, for I think
it is fair that the Government should get
something ; but, on the top of that, you
say to him: "That is not all. You are
going to embark your money in a, very
risky business, but it is a business that
must be hedged in with difficulties, end
therefore we will make you pay an impost
of £40 per annum per acre, besides that,
in the form of labour conditions." So
this poor unfortunate leaseholder begins
his business with this tax upon him. To
start with, he has to pay £40 pet acre
per annum for the privilege of embarking
his capital in one of the most risky busi-
nesses known to the human race. I may
just call attention to this fact, because At
is only right that the absurdity should be
pointed out-and I contend it is en ab-
surdity to hedge in this industry with such
conditions. And now I will compare it
with the great wood industry, and I regret
that my friend, the member for the Can-
ning, is not here to-night, because I would
have liked to have pointed out one or two
facts to that gentleman, who has some
very strong views in regard to the mining
l&aw and so on. I have had one or two dis-
cussions with him. He is very largely
interested in another industry, and I
would like him to listen to a, comparison
between the conditions of the two. I told
You that you imposed a tax upon the
miner of £40 per acre per annum. How
does the timber man stand? He is in this
position. I believe he employs one man
for every 2,500 acres he holds.

Tm Prnxrx: He need not employ any.
MR. MORGANS: He need not, but, as

a matter of fact, that is what he does em-
ploy at the present time. I ask you if
that is a logical position compared with
the great mining industry, which we must
remember is, at the presefit time, the
greatest source of wealth in this colony,
producing over 90 per cent, of the total
to-day. If it is necessary to hedge in this
great mining industry with all these em-
barrasini and difficult conditions, let us
hem in the timber industry also. Whn'
not? If it is logical in one case, it is
logical in the other. I do not advocate
these conditions, but if they are right in

the one case, they are in the other. 11
would be very much better to let the con
ditions be as free as they can be. If we
have as few conditions as possible in the
mining law, and make it as free as we can
the result will be such a development in
has never been seen in any other Austra,
lieni colony up to date. The mining lawi
of Australasia are a discredit. Compare
them with those of any country in thf
world, and you will find they are hedgec
in with difficulties and conditions that nc
other land has ever adopted. Take the
Rand, wvhere you have a despot, Kruger
reigning over the people. There you havw
a country under an absolute despotism
But what are its mining laws? There"a(
no, labour conditions, but the Governmenl
said: "Here you have gold; we thint
it is Only right the State should get some
thing out of it; now, if you wish to tak(
up this landb pay us X3 per acre pel
annuim, and you can have it." That ii
the mining law of the Tranaval.

Ma. QLDHAM: It would not be allowec
to be carried out in this country.

-AI. MORGANS: Why not I I shoulc
say that, if it were, it would work well':
because the Government would get some
revenue out of it, ad the mines woukc
be developed three times faster than the3
are to-day. I am. not advocating thai
system, because I do not care one strav
about it as far aslIam, concerned. It doe!
not interest me, or anyone I represent:
but I say, thoem are the conditions in th(
Transvaal, and what has been the result'
-a development such as has never beet
known in the history of gold mining in ani
other country. Within twelve years thai
gold-mining industry has been developed:
and last month the output was 365,OO0oz
of gold -I believe a larger output that
the whole of Australasia can show, ant
all that was done within 11 years. I
contend, if those laws of the TranEsaa
had been of such a nature as our min
ing laws here, their mines would nevei
have been developed to the extent the3
have been-niot in a century ; becausA
those mines have not the same advantagei
as the mines of this country. It must b(
remembered that the total average value
of thefRand mines is about li dwt. ner ton.
whereas the gold mines of this colons
so far as we have gone, average consider
ably over l oz. per ton. But, further that
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that, there is a low-grade mine-the Fer-
rara.-in the Transvaal, with a, capital or
£60,000, which has been paying up to
125 per cent. dividends on its capital.
What are the conditions in that mine
The average width of the vein during the
whole time that mine has been worked is
eight inches. That is the average width
over the whole of that property ; and the
average assay value of it is 16dwvt.

MR. MOAN: Do not forget it is an in-
restment-not A speculation-in the
Rand.

Me. MORIGANS: That does not affect
the question. What I am pointing out is
that the Transvaal is developing its gold-
wining resources under thispartiua law
which I contend to be a far better law'
than the lawvs of the Australian colonies.
It is developing these mines and getting
these results. I sh9uld like to knowv
whether any mining, company in Western
Australia would open up a vein eight
inches wide, of l6dwt. rock, and run the
risk of investing £160,000 or X180,000
in the erection of machinery.

?MR. MORAN: You must consider the
labour conditions.

MR. MORGANS: I say that the labour
,auditions keep capitalists away. I do
not mean to say that the fact of having.
L' employ a great number of men actually
affects the question ;but I am speaking of
it as a policy, and of the way in which
the world looks at it-not as of some-
Ehing Which interfered with my personal
interests. I am simply explaining these
Facts in the interests of the mining
industry of Western Australia. You are
2onfronted with this fact: that there is
bbat country, the Transvaal, which as a
aming country has only had an existeace
)f twelve years-that is to say, the real
mining began twelve years ago--and it is
aroducing, with low-grade ores, more gold
;haa the whole of Australia. And itamust
De remembered that, according to the be-
lief, and as the result of the investiga-
:ions, of some of the best mining experts
n the world, and some of the world's
,reatest. geologists, amongst whom was
?ound Sir Rloderick Murchison, Austin-
ia is classified among the countries of
:he world as having the greatest possibili-
:ies in regard to the production of gold.
Phen you have Victoria, which was work-
.ng its gold mines 40 or 50 years ago, in

a state of decay under those wretched
laws which the member for Central Mur-
chison holds up for us to follow. The
mining industry in that colony waned
and practically died out, and now the Go-
i-ernnment of Victoria have. to change
their laws and send a Commissioner to
London to try and get capital back into
the country. There were several other
points I wished to touch upon, but I shall
not detain the House at this late hour. In
gentral terms, I may say it is my inten-
ftion Itol assist the House in every shape
and forni to do away with the dual title.
If the dual title is no~t abolished, you may
say good-by to the development of gold-
mining in Western Australia for the next
50 years. If you abolish the dual title
-that title which is a fraud, a delusion, a
snare, and a robbery-unless that is
atolished, then I say this greatgold-min-
ing industry of Western Australia, if it
does not die, will wane; and, if persisted
in, I am perfectly certain the day is not
far distant when every capitalist, from
every part of the globe, will turn his face
away from an investment in this colony.

MR. CONOLLY (Dundas): I rise at
this somewhat late hour to add a few
words in reference to this Bill, as one that
affects every mining member and every
mining constituency in this colony. I
wvould like, before, entering on the sub-
ject, to any that this Bill is undoubtedly
an indication of a fair, honest effort on.
the part of the Mining Department of this
colony, to meet the great mining difficul-
ties and contentions which have arisen,
and which have resulted from the mining
laws as they at present stand. Tt is well
known by all mining communities that
the alluvial miner and the leaseholder
on our fields have had serious contentions
with reference to their rights, based
mainlyV on the flaws an? *errors of our
present law, and I think this Hill as it
appears before us. altboueh there may be
flaws in it, and although it may have to
undergo considerable alteration, still is
a fair endeavour to reduce those flaws.
which undoubtedly have been largely in-
strumnentall in briiwin~g about the
troubles which this colony has been under-
going during the last twelve months.
We have heard two or three able speeches
on the Bill this evening. It is not too
much for Me, as a mining member, to ex-
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press my full appreciation of the manner
in which this subject was dealt with by
the member for Albany (Mr. Leake).
From one who does not represent a min-
ing constituency, mining meanbers did
not, I think, expect a speech indicating
such careful study and such lull apprecia-
tion of spirit of the goldfields and of the
mining industry. I was also much struck
withi the speech of the member for East
Coolgardie (Mr. Moran), who had un-
doubel t Sen a leading and important
part in the framing of former mining
Bills; and he has thrown considerable
light on the differences wvhich have been
causing so much contention on the gold-
fields lately, namely, the question of the
dual title, to which all the speakers have
referred. The remarks of the member for
East Coolgardie must have considerable
weight, seeing that only a few years ago
-as he has admitted in the most open
and straightforward way-he was mainly
instrumental, on behalf of the miners he
then represented, in bringing about this
dual title. He now openly admits he
was then in error, and that, under pre-
sent conditions and developments on the
goldfields, it is absolutely impossible to
continue the dual title-to continue the
ownership by two or more parties of one
piece of ground, both parties having the
sme object and desire, to obtain the
same metal from practically the same
lease. When the present Act was passed,
it was not intended to apply to condi-
tions which have since developed on the
fields. I do not believe the dual title
would ever have bAn introduced, or have
been advocated by the member for East
Coolgardie, had deep leads been known
to exist. The measure was introduced,
as the hon. member clearly and openly
stated, to meet the needs of alluvial
mining as they were then known. At
that time it was considered, for very good
reason, that alluvial gold was only two
to four feet deep, and possibly did not
exceed ten feet; and bhad deep alluvial
not been discovered, the present Act
might have applied, without much injury
to the leaseholder, and to the satisfaction
of everybody on the fields. It is en-
tirely due to unexpected discoveries and
developments that the present contention
has been brought about. In common with
other goldfields members, I am of opinion

it is impossible to allow the dual title
to continue. Such a title is not fair to
the leaseholders, and it is certainly not
fair to those people who, in England and
other parts of the world, have embarked
their money in fair and legitimate invest-
ments in our mining industry. It is
due to those investors and to
ourselves and to the industry, that
fair and adequate protection should b'
given to those investments. I do nox
say that with any desire to restrict, the
alluvial miner. Every mining member
of this House realises fully the, important
and creditable share which the alluvial
miner has taken in the opening out and
development of the goldfields, and none
would seek to depreciate his value. But ii
must be remembered this country is en,
trusted with a considerable amount ol
British capital, honestly invested in om
goldfields, and that capital must be pro.
tected, as capital similarly invested in
other parts, of the world is protected..
LRccognising this, I would like shortly tc
express my opinion that the best way ol
obviating any contention or confusion
with reference, to the dual title is to take
especial care in the drafting of mining
l esees. No mining leases should, under
any circumstances, be ranted anywhere
throughout our fields without the mst
careful consideratiom, and without tech-
nical opinion as to the possibility of the
existence of alluvial gold. I think that
with these precautions our mining indus-
try will continue, the alluvial diggers hav-
ing no cause of complaint, and the lease-
holders being fully and adequately
guarded. It is fair to mention that one
of the features especially commending
this Bill to me as a mining member is
its reference to the increased claims in
proportion to the depth of sinking. The
measure will commend itself, especially
in view of the new development on our
fields. We have now deep leads, and no
doubt they will be a great boon to the
colony. The clauses in this Bill will
adequately meet the demands of many
of those who are now mining in deep)
leads throughout our fields. I wvould
like to say a few words with reference to
the sp~eech by the member for Cooleardie
(Mr. Morgans). It is a pleasure to listen
to that gentleman, for his wide and ex-
tensive experience in many countries
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from a mining centre point of view can-
not possibly be doubted. Still, when
he says be strongly disapproves of the
labour conditions of our goldfields, and
that. they are injurious to our prospectors
and poorer miners, I would, with all due
deference to him, say I cannot quite tole-
rate it. His argument is this--and I
know be will correct me iflI am wrong-
that owing to these labour conditions the
prospectors and miners are driven to
seek the assistance of capital and to sell
their mines.

MR. MORGANS: Not quite that I said
they could not hold them.

MR. CONOLLY: Exactly. They could
not hold them, and consequently they
would require the assistance of capital.
If these men have not sufficient money to
provide labour, what good is it for them
to take up a claim at alll

Mis. MORGANS: If they could hold on
they could obtain capital in time.

MR. CONOLLY: It would be simply
diving them to capital in any case, the
result being only deferred. The whole
spirit of the altered conditions is simply
mot to allowv any person to monopolise
ground on our goldfields without develop-
Lug it. Another -statement made by
Lbe hon. member (Mr. Morgans) was that
nix mining industry was overburdened
wvith taxation. That is to say, the lease-
tolders were compelled to pay a pound
in acre for their land, and also, on top
)A that to comply with such labour con-
litions as involved an expenditure of £40
)er acre per annum on their ground.
WNell, this may appeair rather heavy; but
Iwould like to point out to the hon.

nember that, if our goldields are to re-
eive that assistance from the Govern-
nient which they are all Glamouring for,
)r, at least, which they expect to get,
;urely it is fair that some kind of revenue
ihould be returned to the State, which is
mxpected to provide that assistance in the
iape, of public worka? I will grant him

;lat, in other countries, possibly this
axatiom is not incurred; but I should
ilso like to ask him whether, in thou.
:ountries, such facilities are afforded to
1e mining industry by their respective
}Overnments as we find in this colony?
I think it an be fairly conceded that,
wven if the mining industry in this colony

is heavily taxed, the Government has re-
turned to it a, very large portion of that
taxation in the shape of railways, water-
supply, and other facilities.

MR. M4ORGANS : I did not say the Gov-
ernment bad overtaxed us; I said that
there was a tax which Was taken out of
the pockets of the mining community, of
which the Government did not get ithe
benefit.

MR. CONOLLY: I am very sorry if I
misunderstood the hon. member; but I
thought he had said the mining industry
was over-taxed.

MR. MOR~AN: Indirectly, through the
labour conditions.

MR. MORGANS; But the Government
do not get the money.

MR. MORAN: But they get the benefit
of it all the same.

MuR. CONOLLY: They get the benefit
of the lease-money, at any rate, and they
get an indirect benefit from other sources.

MR. MOROANS: I grant you that.
MR. GINOLLY: But, in comparing

this colony with other countries, such as
Central America and the 'rransvaal, with
regard to which the how. member, I
believe, is correctly informed, surely he
will admit that, for the time our goldfields
have (been in existence, the facilities
granted to them by this Government, even
though they may haive involved heavy
taxation, direct or indirect, have far
exceeded the facilities granted by the
Governments of those other countries to
their goldfieldal

MR. MORGoNS: They are very great,
indeed.

MRs. CONOLLY: I will not detain the
House further. The main feature of this
Bill will he the abolition of the dual title,
which. should never have been introduced
into our mining law; and this, with other
reforms which are found in the Bill,
will in all probability make it a measure
which will be creditable to the colony, and
which will greatly conduce to the satisfac-
tory and beneficial development of its
staple industry.

MR. WALLACE: I move that the de-
bate be, adjourned until the next sitting
of the House.

Put and passed, and the debate ad-
journed accordingly.
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ADJOURNMENT.
The House adjourned at 11.29

until next Tuesday afternoon.

[COUNCIL.]

P.Mn.,

Tuesday, 13th September, 1898.

Petition: Swan River Fishing--Question:
Perth Police Court, Pines and Informers
--Question: Kingsley-Hall 8ewvard Uotl-
Mining Company, Further Particulars-
Motion: Swan River Fishing-Message:
Assent to Bills (four)-M~otions (two):
Leave of Absence-Return: Northampton
Mining Leases-Motion: Shipping Casual-
ties Inquiry Bill, Select Committee's Report
--Criminal Appeal Bill, Select Committee's
Report-Reappropriation of Loan -Moneys
Bill, first reading-Iterpretation Bill, third
reading-Wines, Beer, and Spirit Sale
Amendment Bill, in Committee, new
clauses; reported-Immigration Restriction
Act Amendment 1Bi11, second reading ;in
Committee, reported - Imported Labour
Registry Act Amendment Bill, second read-
ing, Division; -in Committee, reported-
Adjournment.

TRn PRESIDENT took the chair at
4.30 o'~clock, p.m.

PAYRS.

PETIT ION: SWAN RIVER FISHING.
How. F. M. STONE. presented a peti-

tion from 44 residents of Western Austra-
lia, in reference to fishing nets used in the
River Swan.

Petition received, read, and ordered to
he printed.

[Motion on the subject moved at a
later stage.]

QUESTION: PERTH POLICE COURT,
FIXES AND INFORMERS.

HoN. F. WHITCOMJ3E asked the Col-
onial Secrtary,-1, Whether the amounts
payable out of the Perth polibe court, to

Kingsley-HaU AMine.

informers or parties prosecuting (heir
one-half of the fines imposed), have bee:
paid to the persons entitled thereto. 2,
not, what is the amount thereof now in th
hands of that court? Hle said he woud
like to make a, statement, in asking thi
question

Tnna PnnsmBxr: The hon. membe
could not make a speech in asking
question.

HoN. F. WHIfTOBE said he wishe
to make a personal explanation as to th
motive which urged him to ask the queE
tion. Hle had been informed there wa
an opinion outside that this question wa
directed personally against the presen
police magistrate. He (Mr. Whitcoxnbe
had no such motive in asking the quei
tion, as his enquiries were directed maini
to the period before the present polic
magistrate accepted the position.

Tim COLO'NIAL SECRETARY (Hon.C
Randell) said be had not heard any sue
report as that referred to, and he believe
it was unfounded. The formal reply t
the question was-i, Yea. 2, Anawere
by No. 1.

QUESTION: KINGSLEY-HALL REWAR]
GOLD-MINING COMPANY, FURTHE:
PARTICULARS.

HoN. H. G. PARSONS asked the Co
oinial Secretary,-1, Whether the Hon. th
Minister of Mines has not in his posseo
sion full particulars, in print and MS.,c
the flotation and the reconstruction.
the Kingsley-Hail Reward Gold-Minkn
Company, together with the balance c
the old company. 2, If so, why the Hot
the Minister of Mines gave as his answe
to questions on Tuesday, September 6tt
a. general denial that his Department ha'
any information relative to the interne
affairs of mining companies. 3, Did no
the Warden,' who heard the case, find thas
the labour conditions had not been corn
plied with; and has not the Ministex
in his possession, the report of the direc
tars of the reconstructed company, shois
ing that their only available capital wa
£30 ; and did not the manager give swor
evidence, now in the Minister's possessior
that the new company had failed to secur
further working capital? 4, Did the Mir
ister undertake that if he were satisfies
that the new company was wound up, an(
the gr-ound abandoned, he would restori


